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GENERAL INDEX 1409
RURAL POWER
DISTRICT SERVICE
CHARGED—Con.
Sec.
Deficits
payment of 2(1)
.
.
repayment, special account re 2(2)
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
—
See
Commission
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations by 1
Regulations
. requirements before
construction, re 1
service charges, re 1
Rural power districts
. payment of deficits of 2(1)
. . repayment 2(2)
. regulations re requirements
for construction in
. 1
regulations re service charges in 1
Rural Power Service Suspense
Account
. creation, purpose of 2(2)
Service charges
. fixing, altering 1
. . deficit re 2
Treasurer of Ontario
creation of special account by 2(2)
SAFETY ZONES
See Highway Traffic Act;
"Municipal Act
SALE "^
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Frustrated Con-
tracts Act; Gasoline Handling
Act; Land Transfer Tax Act;
Security Transfer Tax Act;
Settled Estates Act; Un-
wrought Metal Sales Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act
SALE OF GOODS
Sale of Goods Act,
VoL 4, p. 507.
'See also Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Factors Act; Mercantile
Law Amendment Act; Ware-
house Receipts Act
Acceptance
. ascertaining intentions
re 19, Rule 4
.
breach of conditions after . . . 12(3)
. delivery by instalments, of 30
SALE OF
GOODS—Com.
Sec.
Acceptance
—
Con.
.
duty of buyer on 26
. examination before 33
. goods exceeding $40 value, of 5(3)
. refusal of 35
. . action re 48
. what constitutes 34
. wrong quantity of mixed goods,
of 29
Action—See also Damages
. breach of warranty, for 51
. damages for non-acceptance, for 48
. defined l(l)(a)
.
failure to deliver goods, for ... .49
.
.
specific performance 50
.
preventing valuation, for ...10(2)
. price of goods, for 47
. provisions of Act enforceable by 55
Agreement to sell
. defined 2(3)
. fulfilment of 2(4)
. goods perishing before sale,
effect on 8
.
implied condition in 13(a)
.
present sale of future goods as 6(3)
. valuation by third party re 10
Application of Act
. contracts re mortgage, pledge,
etc., to 57(3)
. other Acts re sale of goods,
to 57(2)
Auction
. sale by, rules re 56
Bailee
. delivery to
. . deemed unconditional
appropriation . . . . 19, Rule 5(ii)
. . loss of lien on 41(1) (a)
. .
property not passed by . . . .20(1)
. holding goods in transit 43
. notice of stoppage in transit to . .44
Bill of exchange
attached to bill of lading . . . .20(3)
Bill of lading
buyer to return 20(3)
Bill of sale
. law re, not affected 57(2)
Breach of contract
—
See also
Action; Damages
. actions for 47-52
. conditions, warranties, re 12
. delivery in instalments, re 30
. quantity, description of goods, re 29
Breach of warranty—See
Warranty
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SALE OF Sec.
GOODS—Cow.
Buyer
. acceptance by, effect of 12(3)
.
acceptance, what constitutes ...34
.
buying from seller with
voidable title 24
.
defined 1(1)(&)
.
duties of 26
. enforcing contract exceeding
$40 against 5
. refusal to accept goods 35
.
relying on seller's skill or
judgment lS(a)
. re-sale by 25(2)
.
right to examine goods 33
. rights where wrong quantity or
mixture delivered 29
. risk of, re deterioration in
itransit 32
.
risk passing to 21
.
transfer of property to 18, 20
.
. rules re 19
.
wrongful failure to accept goods 36
Capacity
. buy and sell, to 3(1)
Carrier
.
delivery to 31
. . loss of unpaid seller's lien
on 41(l)(a)
.
goods held by 43
. notice of lien to 44
. seller's contract with 31(2)
Chattel mortgages
. law re, not affected 57(2)
Common law
.
continued application of 57(1)
Conditional sales
. law re, not affected 57(2)
Conditions
. breach of 12
. delivery and payment as
concurrent 21
.
excused by law 12(4)
.
express, may not negative
implied 15 (d)
. implied in contracts of sale ..13(a)
. . description, by 14
. . quality or fitness, re 15
.
. sample, by 16
. implied, negation or variation of 53
treated as warranty 12(1)
Contract of sale
. absolute or conditional 2(2)
. application of common law to 57(1)
. auction, at 56(a)
. breaches of conditions or
warranties in 12
SALE OF
goods-
Sec.
-Con.
Contract of sale—Con.
capacity re 3
contingency re acqu'sition ...6(2)
defined l(l)(f),2(l)
execution, of 4
future goods, for 6
goods not in accordance with . . .29
goods which have perished, re . . .7
implied conditions and
warranties in 13
.
quality or fitness, re 15
.
sale by description 14
. sale by sample 16
implied conditions in, negatived
or varied 53
operating as mortgage, etc.,
not included 57(3)
special powers, under 22(&)
stipulations re time in 11
subject matter of 6
trade name, by 15(a)
unenforceable 5(1, 2)
unpaid seller's rights on . . .46(1-4)
value exceeds $40, re 5
written or oral 4
Damages
—
See also Action;
Breach of contract
. breach of warranty, for . . . .51(2-4)
. buyer's failure to accept or pay
for goods, re 48
.
seller's failure to deliver goods,
re 49
. special, recovery of 52
. specific performance ordered . . .50
Definitions
. action 1(1) (a)
. agreement to sell 2(3)
. buyer 1(1)(&)
contract of sale l(l)(c),2(l)
.
deliverable state 1 (4)
, delivery l(l)(d)
. document of title \(l)(e)
fault 1(1)(/)
. future goods 6(2)
.
goods iO)(g)
.
insolvency 1 (3)
.
mercantile agent 25(3)
.
necessaries 3(2)
.
plaintiff 1(1)(A)
. price 2(1)
.
property 1 ( 1 ) (t)
.
quality of goods 1 (!)(/)
.
sale l(l)(ife),2(3)
.
seller 1(1)(/)
.
seller, for Part IV 37(2)
. specific goods l(l)(m)
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SALE OF
GOODS—Con.
Definitions
—
Con.
. unpaid seller 37(1)
. warranty l(l)(n)
Deliverable state
. defined 1(4)
. expenses of achieving 28(5)
Delivery
. carrier or bailee, to, by unpaid
seller 41(l)(o)
. carrier to 31
.
concurrent with payment 27
defined l(l)(rf)
.
demand or tender of 28(4)
. duty of seller 26
. examination on 33
.
future, goods exceeding $40
value 5(2)
goods not in accordance with
contract, of 29
. instalments by 30
other than place of sale, buyers
risk re 32
. part
right to stop in transit, efJect
on 43(7)
unpaid seller's lien, eflFect in
. .40
. place of 28(1)
.
reasonable, where no time
fixed 28(2)
. refusal to accept 35
. rules re 28
.
wrongful failure to accept 36
Docimient of title
-
defined 1(1) (^)
.
transfer by buyer after sale . .25(2)
.
transfer by seller after sale . .25(1)
transfer of, where lien rights
exist 45
Drunkenness
necessaries supplied during
. .
.3(1)
Factors Act
.
effect re transfer of title 22(a)
Fault
• defined 1(1)(/)
Future goods
contract of sale for 6
defined 6(2)
Good faith
. deemed to exist, when 1 (2)
Goods—See also Specific goods;
Perishable goods;
Unascertained goods
. acceptance of 34
.
buyer's right to examine 33
SALE OF
GOODS—Cow.
Sec.
Goods—Con.
. contingency re acquisition of. .6(2)
. deemed in transit 43
. defined Hl)ig)
. deliverable state of 1 (4)
. delivered to carrier 31
.
delivery by instalments 30
. delivery of, rules re 28(1)
. delivery of wrong quantity or
mixture of 29
. delivery other than place of sale 32
. delivery to carrier or
bailee 19, Rule 5(ii), 20(1)
.
duties of seller and buyer re ... .26
. expenses of putting in deliver-
able state 28(5)
. fixing price re 9
. .
valuation by third party 10
. held by third person 28(3)
.
implied conditions and
warranties re 13-16
property in, passing 17, 18, 20
. . rules re 19
.
refusal to accept 35
. re-sale by unpaid seller 46(2)
.
reserving right of disposal of . .20
rights of unpaid seller re 38
sale by person other than owner 22
.
sale under voidable title 24
.
sold by trade name 15(a)
. stoppage in transitu '.
.42
. .
eflFect 44
. subject of contract 6
.
supplied to persons incompetent
to contract 3
. title on re-sale by unpaid
seller 46(2)
transfer by buyer after sale . .25(2)
.
transfer by seller after sale .25(1)
.
transfer by risk 21
. unconditional appropriation to
contract of 19, Rule 5
. value exceeding $40 5
wrongful failure to accept 36
Infants
supplying necessaries to 3(1)
Insolvency
. defined i (3)
rights of stoppage in transitu re. .42
Interest
. recovery of 52
Law merchant
. application of 57(1)
Lien
unpaid seller's 38(l)(o)
eflFects of exercise of 46(1,2)
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SALE OF
GOODS—Con.
Sec. SALE OF
GOODS—Con.
Sec
Lien—Con.
.
unpaid seller's
—
Con.
. . loss of 41
. .
when buyer disposes of goods 45
. . when in possession 39
. , where part delivery 40
Market overt
. law re, inapplicable 23
Mental incompetents
.
supplying necessaries to 3(1)
Mercantile agent
. defined 25(3)
Mercantile Law Amendment Act
.
bill of lading, warehouse
receipt defined under . . . .\(l)(e)
Minors
. supplying necessaries to 3(1)
Necessaries
. defined 3(2)
. supplied to persons incompetent
to contract 3(1)
Perishable goods—See also Goods;
Specific goods;
Unascertained goods
.
contract re, avoided 7, 8
. unpaid seller's rights of
re-sale 46(3)
Plaintiff
.
defined 1(1)(^)
Price
. defined 2(1)
. fixing of 9,10
.
reasonable, question of fact . . .9(2)
. valuation by third party 10
Property
. defined 1(1)(0
. risk passes with 21
. transfer of 17, 18, 20
. . rules re 19
Quality of goods
. defined 1(1)(/)
. implied conditions re 15, 16
Risk
. tranfer of 21
Rules
. time for property to pass, re .... 19
Sale
. agreement becoming 2(4)
.
auction, by, rules re 56
. defined l(l)(ife), 2(3)
. description, by, implied
conditions 14, 15(6)
. future goods, of 6
i
Sale—Con.
. law re market overt, inapplicable 23
.
person other than owner, by ... .22
.
persons incompetent to
contract, to 3
.
sample by, implied condition 14, 16
. voidable title, under 24
Seller—5"^^ also Unpaid seller
.
agreement by, to deliver 32
. defined 1(1)(/)
. defined for Part IV 37(2)
.
deliver goods, to 26
.
delivery to carrier 31
.
expenses borne by 28(5)
. resale by 25(1)
.
reserving right of disposal 20
. rights of, on refusal of buyer
to take delivery 36
.
voidable title, with 24
Specific goods—See also Goods;
Perishable goods;
Unascertained goods
. defined 1(1)(»«)
.
perishing after agreement 8
.
perishing before contract 7
.
property passing 18-20
. specific performance re delivery
tof
Specific performance
. failure to deliver specific goods,
re
Time
. payment, of, stipulations re .
.
. reasonable, question of fact
.
transfer of ownership, of .
.
. . rules for ascertaining . .
.
Title
. goods sold by person not
owner, re 22
market overt law inapplicable . . .23
re-sale by unpaid seller, on . .46(2)
transfer of
. buyer, by, after sale 25(2)
. seller, by, after sale 25(1)
.
where lien rights exist 45
voidable, sale under 24
Unascertained goods—See also
Goods; Perishable
goods; Specific goods
.
property in, not transferable
Unpaid seller—See also Seller
defined 37(1)
re-sale by 46(2-4)
rights of 38
. effects of exercise of 46
. loss of 41
50
50
...11
.54
18,20
...19
17
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SALE OF
GOODS
Sec
-Con.
Unpaid seller—Con.
. rights of
—
Con.
. . stoppage in transitu 42, 44
. . when buyer has disposed of
goods 45
. . when in possession 39
. . where part delivery 40
Warranty
. breach of 51
. condition treated as 12
. defined l(l)(n)
. excused by law 12(4)
. express, may not negative
implied 15 (rf)
. implied in contracts of sale 13(6, f)
. . quality or fitness, re 15(c)
Writing
. conditions re 5(1)
SALESMEN
See Municipal Act; Real Estate
and Business Brokers Act
SANATORIA FOR
CONSUMPTIVES
Sanatoria for Consumptives
Act, Vol. 4, p. 527.
See also Charitable Institutions
'Act; Municipal Act; Private
Hospitals Act; Public Health
Act; Public Hospitals Act
Act
. contravention of, penalty 52
Actions
. recovery of burial expenses by
tount, for 40, 41
. recovery of burial expenses by
sanatoria, for 39(1)
. sanatoria, against, limitation of
time for SO
Admission
. non-residents, of 33
. patients, obligations re 30, 31
Agreements
appointment of boards under 14(1)
associations and municipal
corporations, between 18
by-laws re, form of 10
extensions, alterations, etc., re . . 13
powers and duties of board,
under 20
provisional, re sanatoria 6
provisions re qualifications, etc.,
of trustees in 15
submission to Minister 7
SANATORIA FOR Sec.
CONSUMPTIVES—Con.
Application
. Act, of 4
.
Part in, of 19
Associations
. agreements with municipal
corporations 18
. defined 1(a)
. refusal re admission to sana-
toria forbidden by 31
Boards
.
appointment of 14
. corporations, as 16
. defined 1(&)
.
election of chairman, of 17
. powers and duties of 20
. powers re appointing staffs ... .21
. powers re by-laws, etc 20
.
powers re expropriations 22
. powers to accept donations 27
Board of trustees
—
See Boards
By-laws
appointing boards of trustees 14(1)
boards, of 20
expropriations, re 22
extensions, alterations, etc., re . . 13
Municipal Act applicable to 12
municipal corporations, of, re
agreements with associations . . 18
municipal, re sanatoria 10-12
qualifications, etc., of trustees, re 15
Certificate
. laboratory, as evidence 46(6)
Complaint
. tuberculous persons, re 46
Counties
agreements with associations ... 18
contributions to burial
expenses 39(2)
. recovery from deceased's
estate, etc 40
recovery from other local
municipalities 41
contributions to post-sanatorium
care . 37(6)
County council
. by-laws of, when effective
without electors consent 11
Debentures
. extensions, alterations, etc., for 13
.
issue of, pursuant to agreements
with associations 18
.
Municipal Act applies to 12
. powers of municipal
corporations re 10
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SANATORIA FOR Sec.
CONSUMPTIVES—Con.
Definitions
. association 1 (o)
.
board l(fc)
.
Department 1(c)
.
inspector 1(d)
.
local board \(e)
. local municipality 1 (/)
. medical officer of health l(flr)
. Minister 1 (/t)
. patient l(t)
. post-sanatorium care !(/)
. provincial aid l(k)
. regulations 1 (/)
. resident 1 (w)
. sanatorium 1 (n)
. superintendent 1 (o)
. territorial district l(/>)
.
treatment 1 (q)
. unorganized territory l(r)
Department
. defined 1(c)
.
expenses of medical officer of
health in unorganized terri-
tories paid by 45(4)
. recovery of costs of transport-
ing indigent patients from 36(1)
Donations
. sanatoria, to 27
Electors
. assent required to pass by-laws
re sanatoria 10
Examination
. notice re, penalty for failure 45(2,3)
. power to require 45
Expropriation
.
powers of boards re 22
. sanatorium property, of 25,26
.
widening highways, for 26
Information
. tuberculous persons, re 46
Inspectors
.
appointment of 3
. approval by, of requirements
for examination 45(1, 2)
. defined 1(d)
. notice of recovery of patient
by 37(1)
. transfer of patients directed by,
costs re ^(2, 3)
Justice of the peace
. duties re complaints about
tuberculous persons .. .46(1, 2, 7)
. . expenses of proceedings . . .48(3)
SANATORIA FOR Sec.
CONSUMPTIVES—Con.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval by, of agreements .... 18
. approval by, of appointment of
inspectors by 3
.
approval by, of board's by-laws 20
.
approval by, required for new
sanatoria 2(2)
. approval, modification of
proposals by 9
. approval re expropriations for
sanatoria 22
. approval re expropriations of
sanatorium property 25
.
approval re sale, etc., sanatorium
property 24
. corporate names of boards
approved by 16
.
form of agreements re sanatoria
'approved by 10
. power to appoint trustees ...14(2)
. power to revoke approval . . . .2(3)
. powers re closing sanatoria 28
. regulations by, re sanatoria .51(1)
Local board
. defined 1(e)
. notice of patient's recovery to 37(1)
. payment for post-sanatorium
care by . . .' 37(2)
Local municipalities
. cost of transporting indigent
patients paid by 36, 37(4)
.
defined 1(f)
. information by, re patient's
lability to pay 36
. notice to, re admission of
patients 34
. objections to establishing
sanatoria 8
.
payment of burial expenses
by 38,39
. .
recovery from deceased's
estate, etc 40
. . recovery from other local
municipalities 41
. payment of expenses re
examinations 45(4)
. payment for post-sanatorium
care by 37(3-6)
. residence in, determination of 42, 43
Magistrate
. duties re complaints, about
tuberculous persons 46
. . expenses of proceedings . 48(3)
order by, to segregate patients . .47
Medical officer of health
. defined l(^)
. enforcement of orders of ... .48(1)
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SANATORIA FOR Skc.
CONSUMPTIVES—CoH.
Medical officer of health—Con.
. information or complaint by . . .46
. . expenses of proceedings . .48(3)
. power to require examination . . .45
. powers re apprehension, etc. 48(1)
Minister
. approval by, for bringing de-
tained person before a
magistrate 46(9), 47
. approval by, for laying
information 46(1)
. approval by, of expropriation . . .26
. approval of laboratory issuing
certificate 46(7)
. approval of places set aside
for tuberculous
persons 46(5-7), 48(1, 2)
. defined 1(h)
. directions by, to return patient
for post-sanatorium care . . .37(4)
. objections re proposed site to . . .8
.
order to discharge patient . .48(2)
. power re payment of provincial
aid 44
. power to appoint inspectors 3
. power to declare application
of regulations 51(2)
. power to direct transfer of
person detained 46(8)
. power to suspend approval . . . .2(3)
. regulations by, for sanatoria 51(1)
. submission of proposals and
report by 9
.
submission of proposals to 7
Mimicipal Act
. application to by-laws and
debentures 12
. powers and duties in expro-
priations set out by 22
Municipal corporations
. agreements re jointly
established sanatoria 6
. agreements with associations .... 18
. api>ointment of trustees by .14(1)
. authority to establish sanatoria . .9
. consent to expropriations 22
.
county by-laws re sanatoria 11
. Municipal Act applies to
by-laws, etc., of 12
. objections to establishing
• sanatoria 8
. power to enter agreements re
sanatoria ; ... 10
. power to pass by-laws re
sanatoria 10
.
proposals re alterations, etc., to 13
SANATORIA FOR Sec.
CONSUMPTIVES—Co«.
Mimicipal corporations
—
Con.
. right to establish sanatoria 5
. selection of sites in other
municipalities 8
.
submission of proposals to
establish sanatoria 7
Non-residents
.
admission of 33
Notice
.
examination, of 45(2)
. expenses of burial, of 39(1)
. local municipality, to, re
admission of patient 34
. local municipality to, requesting
information re patients 35
. recovery of patient, of 37
. selection of site outside
municipality, of 8
Nurses Act
.
training schools established
under 42(c)
Order
. detention in sanatorium for . .46(5)
Patients
. actions against sanatoria, by ... .50
.
apprehension, etc., of 48(1)
. burial expenses re 38-41
. communicable diseases, with ... 32
. defined l(t)
. discharge of, by Minister . . . .48(2)
.
indigent, cost of transport-
ing 36,37(4)
. indigent, payment for hospital
treatment 49
. information re 35
. notice re admission of 34
. order for segregation of 47
. post-sanatorium care of . . . .\(j),37
. powers and duties of boards re .20
. refusal of non-residents as 33
. residence of, in local
municipality 42, 43
. right to admission as 30, 31
. transfer to hospital, of 49
Post-sanatorium care
. defined 1 (/)
. payment, for 37
Proposals
. approval, modification of 9
. extensions, alterations, etc., re .13
. joint sanatoria, for, agreement re 6
. procedure after approval of 10
. sites outside proposing
municipalities, re 8
. submission to Minister 7
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SANATORIA FOR Sec.
CONSUMPTIVES—Com.
Provincial aid
. defined \(k)
. duty of institutions receiving ... .29
. institutions receiving in 1930
approved 2(1)
payment of 44
. rate of, for post-sanatorium
care 37(3,4)
. rate on failure to supply
information re patients ... 35(2)
. sanatoria receiving, duty re
admitting patients 30
Public Health Act
.
local boards of health estab-
lished under 1(e)
. medical officer of health
appointed under 1(g)
.
specific diseases requiring
quarantine 32
Public Hospitals Act
. payment for indigent patients
under 49
.' transfer of patients to hospitals
under 49
Regulations
. contravention of, penalty 52
. defined l-(/)
.
facilities for medical students, re 29
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 51
.
precedence over inconsistent Acts 4
. requirements of, in submitting
proposals 7
Residence
rules for determining, of . ...42, 43
Resident
. defined 1 (m)
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act
. institutions aided under earlier
Act deemed sanatoria 2(1)
Sanatorium
defined l(n)
Staff
. appointment of 21
Simimary Convictions Act
. proceedings against tuberculous
persons under 46(4)
Summons
issued re tuberculous
persons 46(2, 3)
. . expenses of proceedings . . 48(3)
Superintendent
. defined l(o)
. notice by, of recovery 37(1)
SANATORIA FOR Sec.
CONSUMPTIVES—Con.
Superintendent—Con.
. notice by, to local munici-
palities, re patients 34
. power to transfer patient to
hospital 49
.
powers and duties in
expropriations 22
. iKJwers re apprehension, etc. 48(1)
. request for information re
patient 35
.
transfer of patients directed
by, costs re 36(2, 3)
Taxation
. sanatoria, of 23
Territorial district
. defined l(^)
Territorial Division Act
. defines territorial districts . . . .l(p)
Treatment
. defined l(q)
Trustees—See also Boards
:
appointment of 14, 15
.
qualifications, etc., of, fixed by
by-laws 15
Unorganized territory
. defined \(r)
. Department to pay expenses re
examinations in 45(4)
Warrants
.
issued re tuberculous person 46(3)
. . expenses re proceedings . .48(3)
. persons who may execute . . .48(1)
SAND
See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
'Highway Improvement Act;
Mining Act; Railways Act
SANITARIA
.S'^^ Liquor Control Act; Private
Sanitaria Act
SANITATION
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Public Health
'Act
SAW-LOGS
.S>^ Cullers Act; Nursery Stock .
Act
SCHEMES
See Conservation Authorities
Act; Interpretation Act
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SCHOOL ATTENDANCE Sec.
School Attendance Act,
Vol. 4, p. 545.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Apprenticeship
Act; Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Ju-
venile and Family Courts Act;
Public Schools Act; Separate
'Schools Act
Accommodation
. lacking, excused from
school 4(1) (rf)
Age of child
. compulsory attendance, for.. 2, 4(4)
. onus of proof re 18
Application of Act
. child under 8, to 4(4)
Arithmetic
. efficient instruction in 4(l)(o)
Attendance
. age when compulsory 2
. ascertainment of 13(4)
. excused from 4, 5(2)
. officially excluded from ...4(l)(/»)
Attendance officer—See also
Provincial attendance
officer
. appointment of 8
. certificate of, excusing
attendance 5(2)
. direction of 8(13)
. excused from attendance,
by 4(l)(e)
. expulsion reported to .......13(2)
. inquiries by 10
. inspector's duties re 13(5)
. jurisdiction of 8(7, 8)
. lacking 13(3)
. non-attendance reported to .13(1)
. notice of appointment of . . . .8(10)
. peace officer, as 8(3)
. powers and duties of 8(3)
. proceedings instituted by 12
. regulations re 20(o, h)
. report of 8(12)
. township, for 8(4, 6)
. unorganized territory, for ... .8(5)
. unsurveyed territory, for 8(5)
. urban municipalities, for ... .8(1, 2)
. woman as 8(11)
Blind child
.
Ontario School for the Blind,
fit for 4(2)
Board of education
.
appointment of attendance
officer by 8(1,2)
.
census of children under 21 by . .9
SCHOOL
ATTENDANCE—Con.
Sec.
Bond
. penalty, as 11(2)
Children
. age for compulsory
attendance 2, 4(4)
Census
. children under 21, of 9
Certificate
. attendance officer, of, excusing
attendance 5(2)
. principal, of, re attendance . . 16(2)
Committee
. blind or deaf children, re 4(2)
Conviction
. removed to Supreme Court, not. .17
Corporation
. violation of Act by 14
Deaf child
. Ontario School for the Deaf,
fit for 4(2)
Definitions
. guardian 1 (o)
. inspector 1 (&)
. principal 1 (c)
. regulations 1 {d)
. school \{e)
Employment of children
. during school hours 5
Enforcement of Act
. default re 15
Evidence
. certificate of principal as .... 16(2)
Excused
. attendance, from 4, 5(2)
. holy days, for 19(2)
Expulsion
. reported to attendance officer.
. 13(2)
Forms
. regulations re 20((/)
Geography
. efficient instruction in 4(l)(a)
Grammar
. efficient instruction in 4(1) (a)
Guardian
defined 1 (a)
duty re compulsory attendance. .3,4
liability of for non-attendance ... 11
proceedings against 12
warning to, re non-attendance ... 10
High school board
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(1,2)
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SCHOOL Sec.
ATTENDANCE—Con.
Holy days
. absence for 19(2)
Inquiry
.
attendance officer, by 10
.
provincial attendance officer,
by 4(3)
Inspector
. attendance officer under 8(13)
. defined 1(&)
. duty of, re attendance officer. . 13(5)
. non-attendance reported by ..13(3)
.
regulations re 20(6)
Instruction
. efficient, excused from
attendance where 4(l)(o)
Jurisdiction
.
attendance officer, of 8(7,8)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. provincial attendance officer
appointed by 6
.
regulations approved by 20
Minister
. authorizing provincial
attendance officer to act
as trustee 7
. provincial attendance officer
directed by 6
. regulations by 20
Municipality
.
rules, by, re attendance officer. .8(9)
Music instruction
. excused from attendance
for 4(l)(g)
Normal school entrance
examination
. passed 4(1, 5)
Notice
. appointment of attendance
officer, of 8(10)
. non-attendance, re 10
. regulations re 20(c)
Ontario School for the Blind
. child fit for 4(2)
Ontario School for the Deaf
. child fit for 4(2)
Onus of proof
. age of child, re 18
Order
. removed to Supreme Court, not. .17
Parent
. duty re compulsory attendance. .3,
4
. liability of, for non-attendance ..11
. proceedings against 12
. warning to, re non-attendance ... 10
SCHOOL Sec.
ATTENDANCE—Co«.
Peace officer
, attendance officer as 8(3)
Penalties
. bond for 11(2)
. employing child during school
hours, for 5(1)
. failure to enforce Act, for 15
. parent or guardian liable for ... .11
. recovery of 16(1)
Principal
. certificate of, re attendance . . 16(2)
. defined 1(c)
. expulsion reported by 13(2)
. non-attendance reported by ..13(1)
Proceedings
. against corporations 14
.
against parents, etc 12
Provincial attendance officer—See
also Attendance officer
appointment of 6
attendance officer directed by 8(13)
inquiry by 4(3)
powers and duties of 6
regulations re 20(6)
trustee, as 7
Public Schools Act
. provincial attendance officer
acting as trustee under 7
Reading
. efficient instruction in 4(l)(a)
Regulations
. defined l(rf)
. Minister, by 20
Report
. attendance officer, of 8(12)
Returns
. regulations re 20(c)
Roman Catholics
. application of Act re 19(1)
Rules
. municipality or school board,
by 8(9)
Separate schools
. application of Act re 19(1)
. public school child re 19(1)
School
. defined 1 (*)
School board
. census of children under 21 by . . .9
. rules by re attendance officers 8(9)
School hours
. employment of children during . . .5
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SCHOOL Sec.
ATTENDANCE—Con.
School register
. attendance re 13(4)
Sickness
. excused from attendance for 4(1) (b)
Spelling
. efficient instruction in 4(1) (o)
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of penalties under ..16(1)
Supreme Court
. conviction or order not
removed to 17
Teacher
. expulsion reported by 13(2)
. non-attendance reported by 13(1,4)
Township council
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(4)
Township school board
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(6)
Transportation
. lacking, excused from
attendance where 4(1) (c)
Trustee
. provincial attendance officer as . . .7
University matriculation
examination
. passed 4(1) (/)
Unorganized territory
. attendance officer for 8(5)
. provincial attendance officer as
trustee in 7
Unsurveyed territory
. attendance officer for 8(5)
. provincial attendance officer
as trustee in 7
Urban school board
. appointment of attendance
officer by 8(1,2)
Woman
. attendance officer, as 8(11)
Writing
. efficient instruction in 4(1) (a)
SCHOOL SITES
School Sites Act,
Vol. 4, p. 553.
^ee also Arbitration Act; De-
partment of Education Act;
High Schools Act; Public
Schools Act; School Trust
Conveyances Act; Separate
Schools Act; Vocational Edu-
cation Act
SCHOOL
SITES—Con.
Sec
Adjacent municipality
. purchase of land in 6
Administrator
. sale and conveyance of land
to board by 8(1)
Affidavit
. unascertained owner, re 11(1)
Agreement
. taxes on township land, for . . .5(3)
Appeal
. compensation fixed by judge,
from 9(4)
Application
. owner, by, compensation, for. .4(2)
Appointment
. person to sell or convey land
to board, of 8(2)
Assessment
. land purchased from adjacent
municipality, of 6(2)
Board
. acquiring land from adjacent
municipalities 6
. compensation to owner by . . . .4(2)
. defined 1 (a)
. desistment, right of 14
. entry on land, by 7
. expropriation of land by 5
. judge as member of 2
. purchase of land by 5,
6
. sale and conveyance of land to ... 8
. subject to Department of
Education Act 3
. vesting order, of re land 16
Certificate
. judge, of, re township land 4
. Ontario land surveyor, of . . . .11(1)
City
. township land adjoining ...5(2,3)
. township land near 4(3)
Claim to land
. converted for compensation 18
Clerk of court
. duties and fees of 9(3)
Compensation
. appeal re 9(4)'
. awarded by official arbitrator ... 19
. fixed by judge 9
. owner unascertained, when ..11(3)
. payment into court of 7, 17(2)
. severance damage, for 13
. standing, instead of land taken . . 18
.
rime for payment of 17(1)
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SCHOOL Sec.
SITES—Con.
Conveyance of land
. board, to 8
Corporation
. sale and conveyance of land to
board by 8(1)
Costs
. decided by judge 15
Court of Appeal
.
appeal to, re compensation . . . .9(4)
Definitions
. board 1(a)
. judge 1(&)
. owner 1(c)
.
school site 1(d)
Department of Education Act
. board subject to 3
Desistment
. board's right to 14
Disagreement
.
owner and board, between 9
Disposal
.
land purchased from adjacent
municipality, of 6(4)
Dwelling house
. school site near 4
Encumbrance
.
land, on 18
Encumbrancers
.
claims of 12
Entry on land
. board, by 7
.
sheriff, by 7
Executor
. sale and conveyance of land
to board by 8(1)
Expropriation of land
. board, by 5, 6(3)
Fees
.
clerk of county court, of 9(3)
.
sheriff of county court, of 9(3)
Garden
.
school site near 4
Guardians
. sale and conveyance of land
to board, by 8(1)
Hearing
. compensation for owner, re ...9(2)
Interest
. payable to owner 10
Judge
. appeal from, re compensation.
.9(4)
.
board allowed to enter on land
by 7
SCHOOL
SITES—Con.
Sec.
Judge—Con.
board member, as 2
certificate of, re township land . . .4
certificate of Ontario land
surveyor filed with 11
claims heard by, re land 12
compensation fixed by 9
defined 1(b)
discretion re costs of proceedings IS
interest fixed by 10
notice by, re land of
unascertained owner 11
owner compensated by 4(2)
severance compensated for by ... 13
taxes on township land,
determined by 5(3)
vesting order by 16
warrant to sheriff by, re entry
on land 7
Lessees
. claim of 12
Municipal Arbitrations Act
. official arbitrator under 19
Notice
. land of unascertained owner, re. .11
Occupants of land
.
claims of 12
Official arbitrator
. compensation by 19
Ontario land surveyor
. certificate of 11(1)
Orchard
. school site near 4
Owner
compensation to 4(2)
. unascertained, when 11(3)
consent of, required 4(1)
defined 1(c)
interest payable to 10
unascertained 11
Payment
.
into court, of compensation 7, 17(2)
Pleasure-ground
. school site near 4
Public Schools Act
.
rural school boards subject to. 5(1)
Purchase of land
. board by S
. . adjacent municipality, in 6
Registration
.
vesting order, of 16
Regulations
. board subject to 3
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SCHOOL SITES—Con. Sec.
Restriction
. land for school sites, on. .4(1), 5(1)
Sale of land
. board, to 8
School site
. defined l(rf)
Severance of land
. compensation for 13
Sheriff
. board put in possession of
land, by 7
. duties and fees of 9(3)
Supreme Court
. compensation paid into ... .7, 17(2)
. powers re sale or conveyance
of land to board 8(2)
Subpoena
. witnesses, for 9(2)
Taxes
. appropriated township land, on 5(3)
. land purchased from adjacent
municipality, on 6(2)
Tenants
. claim of 12
. in tail, sale and conveyance of
land to board by 8(1)
. life, sale and conveyance
of land to board by 8(1)
Township land
.
adjoining city or town 5(2, 3)
. restriction re sites on 4
. taxes for, when appropriated . .5(3)
Trustee
. sale and conveyance of land
to board by 8(1)
Unascertained owner
compensation for, paid into
court 17(2)
. notice re land of ; 11
Vesting order
. land for board, re 16
Vocational Education Act
. board, under 1(a)
Witnesses for hearing
. subpoena for 9(2)
SCHOOL TRUST
CONVEYANCES
School Trust Conveyances
Act, Vol. 4, p. 559.
See also Department of Educa-
tion Act; Public Schools Act;
School Attendance Act; School
'Sites Act; Separate Schools
'Act
SCHOOL TRUST Sec.
CONVEYANCES—Con.
Deed
. registration of 3
Public schools
. application of Act to 2(2)
Real property
. conveyance of, to trustees 1
. limit of, per school 2
Trustees
. election and appointment of 1
. power of, to hold 2
.
qualification of 1
. registration of deed by 3
SCHOOLS
See Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Apprenticeship
'Act; Auxiliary Classes Act;
Boards of Education Act;
'Community Centres Act; Con-
tinuation Schools Act; Day
Nurseries Act; Department of
Education Act ; Division
Courts Act; Education; Egress
•from Public Buildings Act;
High Schools Act; Law So-
ciety Act; Mining Tax Act;
Mortmain and Charitable Uses
Act; Municipal Act; Nurses
Act; Optometry Act; Phar-
macy Act; Police Act; Public
Health Act; Public Lands Act;
iPublic Schools Act; School
Attendance Act; School Sites
Act; School Trust Convey-
ances Act; Schools for the
Deaf and Blind Act; Separate
Schools Act; Trade Schools
Regulation Act; Training
Schools Act; Vocational Edu-
cation Act
SCHOOLS FOR THE
DEAF AND BLIND
Schools for the Deaf and
Blind Act, Vol. 4, p. 561.
Admittance
. conditions for 3,
6
. pupils over 21 6(1)
. regulations re 5(1)
Appointments
. officer and servants of
institution, of 4
Belleville
. Ontario School for the Deaf at ... 1
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SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF Sec.
AND BLIND—Cow.
Brantford
. Ontario School for the Blind at . .2
Bursar
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Chief executive officer
—
See
Principal
Clothing expenses
. regulations re 5(2)
Discharge of pupils
. over 21 6(4)
. regulations re 5(1)
Indigent pupils
. expenses re 5(2)
Institution
. controlled by Minister of
Education 5(1)
. objects of 3
Instructors
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. officers appointed by 4
. regulations approved by 5(3)
. salaries fixed by 4
Maintenance
. pupils over 21, of 6(2)
Matron
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Minister of Education
. institutions controlled by 5(1)
. pupils over 21, re 6
. regulations by 5
Municipality
. payments by, re indigent pupils 5(2)
Officers
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Ontario School for the Blind
. Brantford, at 2
Ontario School for the Deaf
. Belleville, at 1
Physicians
. appointment of 4
.
duties of 5(1)
Principal
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
. report by, re pupils over 21 . .6(1, 3)
SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAFSec.
AND BLIND—Con.
Pupils over 21
. admittance, etc., of 6
Reports
. pupils over 21, re 6(3)
Regulations
. approval of 5(3)
. Minister of Education, by 5
Residence during vacation
. indigent pupils, for 5(2)
Salaries
. officers and servants of
institution, of 4
Servants
. appointment of 4
. duties of 5(1)
Term of instruction
. regulations re 5(1)
Transportation
. regulations re 5(2)
Treasurer of municipality
. payments by, re indigent pupils 5(2)
SCINTILLA JURIS
See Conveyancing and Law of
'Property Act.
SEARCH WARRANT
^ee Liquor Control Act; Pawn-
brokers Act; Summary Con-
victions Act
SECURITIES
Securities Act, Vol. 4, p. 563.
See also Companies Act; Corpor-
ation Securities Registration
Act; 'Credit Unions Act; Exe-
cution Act; Guarantee Com-
panies Securities Act; Insur-
ance Act; Interpretation Act;
'Investment Contracts' Act;
iLoan and Trust Corporations
Act; Municipal Act; Partner-
ships Act; Partnerships Regis-
tration Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Security Trans-
fer Tax Act; Succession Duty
Act
Act
application of Audit Act to 74
contraventions of 63,65
protection when acting under . . .70
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SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Actions
.
persons, etc., administering
Act, against 69
. prohibited when 70
. rescission of contract,
for 48(2, 3), 55(3, 4)
Appeal—See also Review
. Commission's decisions, etc.,
from 30
. Commission's powers after 32
. order made on 31
. . finality of 32
Applications
. address for service in 11
. appointment of receiver, trustee,
etc., for 27
.
form used in renewing
registration 15
.
further, for registration 9
.
further information, verification,
examinations re 12
. refund of fee on refusal of . . . 17(2)
. registration, for, fee to
accompany 10
Attorney-General for Ontario
. consent of, to institute
proceedings 64(1), 69
. designation of counsel by,
on appeal to Supreme Court 30(4)
.
investigations ordered by 23
. power to publish reports of
investigations 25
. protection when acting under
orders of 70{o) (iv)
appointee of 70(a) (iii)
. report of investigation of
offences to 22, 25
Audit
. stock exchanges and
associations, by 33, 34
Audit Act
. application of, to Act 74
Auditors
. reports to accompany financial
statements
. .
industrial companies, of.. 39(5, 8)
. .
investment companies, of . .40(5)
. .
mining companies, of 38(6)
Bank Act
.
banks under, need not register
as investment counsel 18(a)
.
trades by banks under, exempt
from requirements re
registration, etc 19(1) (c), 41
SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Bankruptcy Act
. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by custodians under,
exempt from requirements
re registration 19(1) (a)
Broker
. confirmation of transactions by . .50
. defined 1 (o)
. notice re changes of address,
officers, salesmen 16(1)
Broker-dealers
. defined 1(6)
.
filing of financial statement by .35
. notice re changes of address,
officers, salesmen 16(1)
. records kept by 35
Broker-Dealers' Association of
Ontario
. appointment of auditors by 33
. .
audit of members of 34
.
members of, are broker-dealers
within Act 1 (6)
.
notice to, of unreasonable
contract 49
Central District of the Investment
Dealers' Association of
Canada
.
appointment of auditors by 33
.
.
audits of members of 34
.
members of, are investment
dealers within Act l(/»)
.
notice to, of unreasonable
contract 49
Certificates
. Commission or registrar, of,
as evidence 72
. prospectuses, in
. . industrial companies,
of 2/9{\)izh,zi)
. .
investment companies,
of 40(l)(2;>;fe)
. .
mining companies,
of 38(l)(«/)(a;)
Chairman of Commission
. appointment of 2(1)
.
full time devoted to duties 2(2)
.
power to act for Commission 3
Commission
. acceptance of, for filing of
prospecting syndicate
agreements 37(1,2,3)
appeal to Supreme Court from
.
. 30
application for appointment of
receiver, etc., by 27
. appointment of experts by ...... 13
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Commission
—
Con.
. approval of auditors
by .38(6) (a), 39(5) (a), 40(5) (a)
. approval of employment of
suspended salesman by 6(4)
. approval of forms of financial
statements by
. . industrial companies, of . . . .39(5)
. . investment companies, of . 40(5)
. . mining companies, of 38(6)
. approval of person reporting on
mining companies' property
and development 38(2)
. approval of pro forma balance
sheet of industrial
companies 39(8)
certificate of, as evidence 72
composition, appointment of
staff of 2,4
consent of
. disclosing evidence, re 24
.
required to operate as stock
exchange 66
declaring contract unreasonable. .49
defined • 1 C*^)
directions by
. appointing auditors, re ...34(1)
. information, verification, ex-
amination on registration, re 12
examination of financial affairs
by 36
filing of financial statements with 35
filing of prospectuses with
. indusitrial companies,
by 39(1), 41, 44
. investment companies,
by 40(1), 41, 44
. mining companies, by 38(1), 41, 44
granting of registration or
renewal by 7
investigation of offences by 21
. report re 22, 25
leave by, for further application
for registration 9
notice to, before primary
distribution to the public
of securities
. issued by industrial
companies 39(2), 41
. issued by investment
companies 40(2), 41
. issued by mining
companies 38(3), 41
notices of decisions, etc., of 28
notification of proceedings
likely to affect land or
mining claims 26(3)
order of Supreme Court to 31
SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Commission
—
Con
.
. orders of
.
.
cease trading in securities, to . .46
. .
information, signatures,
required for primary
distribution to public 43
. . refrain from dealing with
funds, to 26(1)
. payment of 5
. power of
.
.
bring evidence before experts,
to 13(2)
.
deny prospectors benefits of
certain clauses, to Act . . . 19(3)
.
dispense with signatures to
prospectuses,
to 38(4), 39(3). 40(3)
. . refuse registration to
non-residents, to 14
.
review acts of chairman, to 3
. signatures to amended pro-
spectuses, re 38(9), 39(9), 40(8)
. subsequent to appeal 32
proceedings against members of . .69
protection when acting under
orders of 70
provide application form for
registration, to 10
refusal of, to accept documents
for filing 44
.
notice re 45
report of investigation to
Attorney-'General 22, 25
. representations re approval of . .61
requirements by, before trading
in securities issued by
person 37(5)
.
requirements of, re further
disclosures in financial
statements
. . industrial companies,
of 39(5)(&)
. . investment companies,
of 40(5)(f)
. .
mining companies, of . . .36(6) (6)
. review of decisions, etc., of 29
. rulings of, re primary distri-
bution to public 42
. satisfaction of, re auditing
by-laws, etc 34(2)
. suspension, cancellation of
registration by 8
Companies
acting as principals, notice
required 54
.
advertisement of registration of,
prohibited 59, 60
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Companies
—
Con.
. appeals by to Supreme Court
from Commission's decisions . .30
. applications by, for court
direction re funds, etc 26(2)
. appointment of receiver, trustee,
manager of property of 27
. confirmation of transactions to
customers 51
. defined 1(d)
. designation of non-itrading
employees of 20(2)
.
examination of financial affairs
of 36
. exempt from registration as
investment counsel 18(c) (e)
. information, verification,
examination required of 12
.
investigation of oflfences of .21,23
. . reports re 22, 25
. notice to, of Commission's
decisions, etc., aflFecting
registration or rights to trade .28
. order to refrain from dealing
with funds to 26(1)
. proceedings by, or against,
when prohibited 70
. procuring information, signa-
tures, of for primary distri-
bution to public 43
.
prohibition re trading in securi-
ties of prospecting
syndicates 37(4)
. publication of names of persons
having interes:t in 57
representation by, to effect trades 53
representations by, re Com-
mission's approval 61
request by, for review of
Commission's decisions 29
requirements on receipt of
subscriptions by 47
requirements re registration . .6(1)
trades by, on primary distribu-
tion to the public
. industrial companies'
securities, of 39(1, 2), 41
. investment companies'
securities, of 40(1, 2), 41
. mining companies' securities,
of 38(1, 3), 41
trading in securities issued by
persons, requirements re . . .37(5)
use of names of other registered
persons or companies by 58
who may act under registration
of 6(2.3,4)
SECURITIES—Co«. Sec.
Companies Act
. co-operatives defined by ..19(2)(f)
. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by liquidators under,
exempted from require-
ments re registration ...19(l)(o)
Complaints
.
contraventions of Act, re, may
cover more than one oflfence . .65
Confirmations
.
transactions not on stock
exchanges, of SO
. transactions on stock exchanges,
of 50
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment into, refund from 17
Constable
. powers under warrant backed
in Ontario 73(2)
Contract
.
sale of securities, for,
rescission of 48, 55
. terms of, declared unreasonable. .49
Credit Unions Act
. credit union defined by ...19(2)(/)
Criminal Cod«
. investigation of offences under . .21
report to Attorney-General of. .22
Customers
. brokers to send written
confirmation to 50
procuring particulars of trans-
actions by, from stock
exchanges 67
unreasonable contracts not
binding on 49
Definitions
broker 1(a)
broker-dealer 1(6)
. Commission 1(c)
. company 1(d)
.
industrial company 1(e)
. investment company 1(f)
. investment counsel l(^)
. investment dealer 1(h)
mining company l(t)
. official 1 (/)
person l(k)
.
primary distribution to the
public 1(0
register l(m)
registrar 1(h)
regulations 1 (o)
.
residence 52(3)
. salesman 1(^)
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Definitions—Con.
. security 1 (q)
.
security issuer 1 (r)
. sub-broker-dealer l(s)
. trade 1(/)
. trading 1 (0
Evidence
. certificate of Commission, etc.,
as 72
Evidence Act
. exempting provisions not
operative, when 21 (3) (d)
Exemptions from registration
. certain trades re 19
Experts
. appointment of, by Commission. .13
Fees
.
application for registration, with 10
Filing
. acceptance for, of prospecting
syndicate agree-
ments 19(2) (n, o), 37(1, 2, 3)
. final statements, of 35
. information re securities issued
by person, of 37(5) (t)
. prospectuses, of
it . industrial companies,
by 39(1, 10), 41, 44
. . investment companies,
by 40(1, 9), 41, 44
.
.
mining companies,
by 38(1, 10). 41, 44
. refusal to accept documents for . .44
. . notice re 45
Financial statements
. amending 38(9), 39(9), 40(8)
. filing of 35
.
prospectuses, with
. . industrial companies,
of 39(5-10), 44
. . investment companies,
of 40(5-9), 44
. . mining companies, of 38(6-10), 44
Floor-traders
.
registration not required of . 20(1)
Forms
. application for registration 10
Industrial companies
. defined 1 (^)
. filing of prospectuses with
Commission, contents,
etc. 39(1, 10), 44
. .
exceptions to requirements re.. 41
. financial statements of, with
prospectuses 39(5-10)
SECURITIES—Co«. Sec.
Industrial companies—Con.
. trading in securities of, on
primary distribution to
public 39(1, 2), 46
.
.
exceptions to requirements re .41
Industrial Development Bank
. registration as investment
counsel not required by .... 18(a)
. trades by, exempt from require-
ments re registration,
etc 19(l)(c),41
Industrial Development Bank Act
.
Bank incorporated under, need
not register as investment
counsel 18(rt)
. trades by Bank incorporated
under, exempt from require-
ments re registration,
etc 19(1) (c), 41
Informations
. respecting more than one oflFence 65
Injtinctions
. consent required before
proceedings re 69
Insurfmce Act
. insurance companies licensed
under, need not register
as investment counsel 18(a)
. trades by insurance companies
licensed under, exempt from
requirements re registration,
etc 19(l)(c),41
Investigations
Attorney-General, by 23
oflfences, of, by Commission 21
. evidence not to be disclosed . . .24
. report to Attorney-General 22, 25
order to refrain from dealing
with funds during 26(1)
. publication of reports re 25
Investment companies
. defined 1(/)
.
filing of prospectuses with
Commission, contents,
etc 40(1, 9), 44
. . exceptions to requirements re. .41
.
financial statements of with
prospectuses 40(5-9)
. trading in securities of, on
primary distribution to
public 40(1, 2), 46
. . exceptions to requirements re.. 41
Investment Contracts Act
.
investment contract defined
in l(9)(xv)
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Investment Contracts Act
—
Con.
. issuer defined
in l(/,9)(xii).40(5)(e)
Investment counsel
. communications re securities to
show interest involved 56
. defined 1 (g)
. exemptions re registration 18
.
notice by, of changes of address,
officers, members 16(3)
Investment dealers
. defined 1(h)
.
filing of financial statements by . .35
.
notice by, re changes of address,
officers, salesmen 16(1)
. records kept by 35
Judicature Act
. order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by receivers under,
exempted from require-
ments re registration
...19(1) (a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
Commission appointed by ....2(1)
. Commission staff apix)inted by . . .4
. payment of experts determined
by 13(3)
. regulations by 71
. salaries of Commission fixed
by 5(1)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
.
bodies registered under, need
not register as investment
counsel 18(a)
.
trades by bodies registered
under, exempt from require-
ments re registration,
etc 19(1)(<:),41
Local master of titles
.
notice to, of proceedings to
affect lands or mining
claims 26(3)
Magistrates
. backing of warrants by 7Z
Manager
. appointment, powers of 27
Mandamus
.
consent of Attorney^eneral for
proceedings re 69
Master of titles
.
notice to, of proceedings to
affect lands or mining
claims 26(3)
SECURITIES—Cow. Sec.
Mining companies
. defined 1 (i
)
. filing of prospectuses with
Commission, contents,
etc. 38(1, 10), 44
. . exceptions to requirements re. .41
. financial statements of, with
prospectuses 38(6-10)
. property reports of, with
prospectuses 38(6-10)
.
trading in securities of, on
primary distribution to
public 38(1, 3), 46
. .
exceptions to requirements re. 41
Mining recorder
.
notice to, of proceedings, to
affect lands or mining
claims 26{Z)
Names
. publication of 57
• use of 58
Notices
changes of address, officers,
salesmen, re 16
. decisions, etc., of Commission,
of 28
.
declaring contracts unreasonable 49
.
exercise of right to rescind
contracts, of 48(1) (6), 55(2)
.
orders made on review, of . . .29(5)
. orders to cease trading, of.
.46(2,3)
. proceedings likely to affect
lands or mining claims, of. .26{Z)
. refusal to accept documents
for filing, of 45
requests for review of Com-
mission's decisions, etc., of.
.29(1)
. service of n
when acting as principal in trades 54
Ofifences
—
See also Penalties
defined, penalties for 63
investigation of 21
. report of 22, 25
proceedings re 64. 65
. orders to refrain from dealing
with funds on 26(1)
Ofificers
. registered person or company
of, right to trade 6(2-4)
Official
. defined \(j)
Ontario Securities Commission
—See Commission
Optionees
. entitled to rely on
prospectuses
. .38(5), 39(4), 40(4)
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Optionees—Con
.
.
signatures required on
prospectuses
. .38(1), 39(1), 40(1)
. signatures required to
certificates in
prospectuses 38(1) (w), 39(1) (?«).
40(1) (rife)
Partner
. registered person or company
of, right to trade 6(2-4)
Partnership
—
See Persons
Partnerships Registration Act
. requirements of, re filing not
applicable to prospecting
syndicate agreements 37(3)
Penalties
—
See also Offences
. offences, for 63
Persons
. acting as principal, notice
required 54
.
advertisement of registration of,
prohibited 59,60
. appeal by, to Supreme Court
from Commission 30
. application by, for court
direction re funds 26(2)
.
appointment of receiver, etc., of
property of 27
.
confirmation by, of transactions
to customers 51
. defined l(k)
. designation of non-trading
employees of 20(2)
. examination of financial
aflfairs of 36
.
exempt from registration as
investment counsel, when \9i{c,e)
.
information, verification,
examination required of 12
. investigation of offences of .21,23
.
.
reports re 22, 25
.
notice to, of Commission's
decisions 28
.
order to refrain from dealing
with funds 'to 26(1)
proceedings by or against,
when prohibited 70
.
procuring information, signa-
tures, for primary distribu-
tion to the public 43
prohibition re trading in
securities of prospecting
syndicates ^(4)
.
representations by, re
Commission's approval 61
. .
to effect trades Si
SECURITIES—Can. Sec.
Persons
—
Con.
request by, for review of
Commission's decisions 29
requirements by, on receipt of
subscriptions 47
requirements re registration . . .6(1)
securities issued by, require-
ments re trading in 37(5)
trades by, on primary distribu-
tion to the public
. industrial company securities,
of 39(1, 2), 41
. investment company
securities, of 40(1, 2), 41
.
mining company securities,
of 38(1, 3), 41
trading in securities issued by
other requirements re 3*7(5)
use of names of other registered
persons or companies by 58
who may act under registration
of 6(2-4)
Primary distribution to the public
.
continuing beyond year from fil-
ing of prospectuses
38(10), 39(10), 40(9)
. defined 1(/)
.
doubts re 42
.
exceptions to requirements re . . .41
.
orders to cease trading during . .46
.
procuring information,
signatures required for 43
. requirements on, re trading in
securities
. .
issued by industrial
companies 39(1, 2), 41
. . issued by investment
companies 40( 1, 2), 41
. . issued by mining
companies 38(1, 3), 41
Proceedings
. consent of Attorney-Kjeneral
for instituting 69
. offences, re 64, 65
. prohibited, when 70
Prohibition
. writ of, consent for proceedings
re 69
Prospecting ssmdicate agreements
. acceptance for
filing 19(2) (w,o), 37(1-3)
. contents required for attaining
limited liability 37(1)(&)
.
liability limited to terms of,
when 37(1)
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Prospecting syndicates
. limitation of liability of 37(1)
. prohibition of trading in
securities of 37(4)
. trading without registration
permitted, when 19(2) (»,o)
Prospectors
. trading without registration
permitted, when 19(2) (m)
Prospectuses
amending 38(9), 39(9), 40(8)
contents of
. industrial companies 39(1)
.
investment companies 40(1)
. mining companies 38(1)
delivery of, to purchasers 47
filing of
. industrial companies,
by 39(1, 10), 41, 44
. investment companies,
by 40(1, 9), 41, 44
. mining companies,
by 38(1, 10), 41, 44
financial statements with
.
industrial companies . . . .39(5-10)
. investment companies . . . .40(5-9)
. mining companies 38(6-10)
liability for false statements in . .68
re-filing required,
when 38(10), 39(10), 40(9)
reports to accompany
. industrial companies, of. .39(5-10)
. investment companies, of 40(5-9)
.
mining companies, of. .38(2, 6-10)
right of underwriters and
optionees to rely
on 38(5), 39(4), 40(4)
. signatures to
. .
agents, by ... 38(4), 39(3), 40(3)
. .
dispensed with 38(4), 39(3), 40(3)
Purchasers—See also Customers
. delivery of prospectus, etc., to .47
.
liability to, for false statements
in prospectuses 68
.
rescission of contract by 48, 55
Receivers
appointment, powers of 27
Register
. defined 1 (m)
Registered broker
.
filing of financial statements by . .35
.
records kept by 35
SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Registrar
appointment of 4
certificate of, as evidence 72
certification to Supreme Court
on appeal 30(3)
defined 1 (n)
deposit of money by 17(1)
information, verification, exam-
ination required by 12
notice by, re hearing and
review 29(2)
notice to
. appeal to Supreme Court, re 30(2)
. changes of address, officers,
salesmen, of 16
. employment of suspended
salesman, re 6(4)
. request for review of Com-
mission's decisions, re . . .29(1)
payment of 5
permission of, for new partners,
officers to trade 6(3)
power re designating employees
as non-trading 20(2)
protection when acting under
orders of 70(a) (ii)
receipt given by, on filing
prospectuses .38(1), 39(1), 40(1)
. revocation of 46(2) (6)
recommendations by, to refund
fees 17(2)
. written notice of registration
by, required 6(1)
Registrar of deeds
. notice to, of proceedings to
affect lands or mining
claims 26(3)
Registrar of the Supreme Court
of Ontario
. certification to, on appeal . . . .30(3)
Registration
advertisement of, prohibited . .59, 60
. certificate re, as evidence 72
. changes of address, officers,
salesmen after 16
. exemptions from, re certain
trades 19
.
form of application, fee 10
. further application for 9
. granting of 7
. investment counsel, as,
exemptions from 18
. lapse and renewal of 15
.
notice of proceedings likely to
affect lands or mining
claims, of 26(3)
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Registration—Con.
. order to refrain from dealing
with funds on suspension
of 26(1)
. refund of fees on refusal or
cancellation of 17(2)
.
refusal of, to non-residents 14
. requirements re 6(1)
. suspension, cancellation of 8
. trades by floor-trader exempt
from 20(1)
. who may act under 6(2-4)
.
written notice of, required for
trading 6(1)
Regulations
. defined 1 (o)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 71
. form of application for
registration, re 10
Reports
. property and development, re,
with mining companies'
prospectuses 38(2)
Rescission of contracts
. sale of securities, for 48, 55
Residence
. defined 52(3)
Review
.
Commission's decisions, etc., of . .29
Rules Committee
. power of, re appeals under
Act 30(2)
Rules of practice
. application of, when receiver,
etc., sought 27(6)
Salesmen
. defined l(/>)
. notice of change of address,
employment of 16(4)
.
termination of employment of,
to suspend right to 'trade . . 6(4)
Securities
. defined 1 (^)
Security issuer
. defined 1 (r)
. notice by, re change of address,
officials, salesmen 16(2)
Stock exchanges
. appointment of auditors by 33
. .
audits of members of 34
. notice to, of unreasonable
contracts 49
. permission required to operate as 66
. records kept by 67
.
supplying of information by 67
SECURITIES—Con. Sec.
Sub-broker-dealers
. defined 1 (j)
.
notice by, of change of
address 16(5)
Subscriptions
.
requirements on receipt of 47
Supreme Court
. appeal to, from Commission's
decisions 30
.
appointment of receiver, etc., by. .27
. certain powers of, vested in
investigator 21 (3)
.
direction of, re disposition of
funds, etc 26(2)
. order of, made on appeal 31
. . finality of 32
Trade
.
acting as principal in, notice
required 54
. confirmations to customers re 50,51
. defined 1(0
. doubts whether constituting
primary distribution to
public 42(1)
.
exempted from requirements re
primary distribution to public. .41
. exempted from requirements
re registration 19
.
floor-traders, by, exempted
from requirements re
registration 20(1)
. investigation of ofTences re . . .21,23
. . report to Attorney-General 22, 25
. order to refrain from dealing
with funds when rights re,
affected 26(1)
. penalties for offences re 63
. representations effecting 53
. solicitations re, to name
interested persons 57
Trading
. defined 1(/)
. orders to cease 46
. primary distribution to the
public, on
. . securities issued by industrial
companies, in .. .39(1, 2), 41, 46
. . securities issued by invest-
ment companies,
in 40(1, 2), 41, 46
. . securities issued by mining
companies, in .. .38(1, 3), 41, 46
.
prohibition re securities issued
by prospecting syndicates . 37(4)
. registration required for 6(1)
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Trading
—
Con.
. securities issued by person, in,
requirements re 37(5)
. telephoning, calling at
residences re 52
Treasurer of Ontario
. deposits with, refunds by 17
Trustee
. appointment, powers of 27
Underwriters
. entitled to rely on
prospectuses 38(5), 39(4)
. signatures required on
prospectuses . .38(1), 39(1), 40(1)
.
signatures required to
certificates in
prospectuses 38(1) (w),
39(1) (^0. 40(1) (2*)
Unincorporated associations
—
See
Persons
Unincorporated organizations
—
See
Persons
Unincorporated syndicates
—
See
Persons
Vice-chairman of Commission
. designation of 2(1)
. power of, to act in chairman's
absence 3
Warrants
backing of 73
Winding-up Act
.
order to hold funds, etc., for
appointees under 26(1)
. trades by liquidators under,
exempted from require-
ments re registration .. 19(l)(a)
SECURITY TRANSFER
TAX
Security Transfer Tax
Act, Vol. 4, p. 627.
See also Corporations Tax Act
Action
.
recovery of tax and penalties by. .17
Affidavits
.
execution of 20
Brokers
. transactions by, deemed effected
in Ontario 7
Certificates
.
verifying returns 9(2)
Corporations Tax Act
. continuing liability under 12
Declarations
.
execution of 20
SECURITY TRANSFER
TAX—Con.
Sec.
Definitions
. reg^jlations
^..
. . 1 (a)
. security 1 (fe)
. share 3(1)
.
share of stock 3(1)
. Treasurer . . : 1 (c)
Information
. obtained under Act, secrecy of 21(1)
. . penalty for default 21(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. designation of persons to
administer oaths 20
. regulations by 19
Penalties
. communicating information,
for 21(2)
. failure to collect or remit tax,
for 8(2)
. failure to pay tax on demand,
for 13
. false statements, for 15
. neglect, refusal to pay tax, for . . 16
.
preventing inspection of
records, for 6(3)
. recovery of 17
. registering transactions before
tax paid, for 10
. violations of Act, for 16
Public Inquiries Act
. powers conferred on
commissioners under ll(^)
Records
.
inspection of 6
Reg^ulations
. defined 1 (a)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make 19
. persons taxable under, to keep
records 6(1)
.
violations of 16
Securities
change of ownership re,
continuing liability 12
defined 1(6)
inspection of records re 6
transfer re
. deemed effected in Ontario ... .7
. entry before tax paid, penalty. .10
transfer of, tax re 2, 3(2)
. annual returns re 9
.
collection of 8
. exemptions from 5
. outside Ontario, allowances re 14
Securities Act
. broker defined in 7
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TAX—Con.
Share
. defined 3(1)
Share of stock
. defined 3(1)
. determination of value of . .
.3(3,4)
Treasxirer
. allowances by, re taxes paid
outside Ontario 14
. annual returns to 9
.
certification of transactions
outside Ontario to 7
. defined 1(c)
. demand for tax by 13
. evaluation of shares of stock
.
by 3(4)
. inspection of records by 6(1)
. powers of assessing 12
. powers re obtaining information. . 11
.
powers where disputes re tax ... 18
. recovery of tax and penalties by 17
. remission of tax to 8
.
tax assessed by, when records
inadequate 6(2)
Tax
. amount of 3(2)
. annual returns re 9
. assessment of, when records
inadequate 6(2)
. collection of 8
. continuing liability for 12
. demand for payment of, default. .13
. determination of value payable
on 3(3,4)
. disputes re, refunds on 18
. false statements re, penalty IS
. imposition of 2
. inspection of records 6
. manner of payment of 4
. neglect to pay, penalty re 16
. paid outside Ontario, allowances
re 14
. recovery of 17
. registering transactions before
payment of 10
. transactions exempt from 5
Treasury Department
.
inquiries by officers of ll(ft)
. inspection of records by 6(1)
SEDUCTION
Seduction Act,
Vol. 4, p. 635.
Abandonment
.
father or mother, by 2
SEDUCTION—Con. Sec.
Act of service
. proof dispensed with 2
Action
. abandonment by father or
mother, when 2
father or mother, by 1
.
father or mother not resident in-
Ontario, when 3
.
legal guardian, by 4
.
person in loco parentis, by 4
Father
action maintainable by, when ....1
Infant orphan
.
action maintained in case of 4
Mother
.
action maintainable by, when 1
SEED GRAIN SUBSIDY
Seed Grain Subsidy Act,
Vol. 4, p. 637.
Assessment Act
. current expenditures under 4
By-laws
.
municipal council, by 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
.
payments to municipalities from. .2
Department of Agriculture
.
statements and returns to 3(</)
Form
.
guarantee, of 1(2)
Guarantee
. payment for seed grain, of 1
. regulations re 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
. repayment to municpality
authorized by 2
Municipal Act
.
current expenditures under 4
Municipal council
. by-laws by 1
Municipal expenditures
.
deemed current 4
Municipality
.
repayments to 2
Proof
. regulations re 3(f)
Reeve
. guarantee signed by 1(2)
Regulations
Lieutenant-Kjovernor in
Council by 3
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SUBSIDY—Co«.
Restrictions
. use of seed grain, on 1(3)
Treasurer of municipality
. guarantee signed by 1(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
.
repayment to municipality by ....2
SEED POTATOES
Seed Potatoes Act,
Vol. 4, p. 639.
Act
. enforcement of 4
. penalties for contravention of ... 14
Bacterial ring rot
. moving of potatoes with,
forbidden 13
By-laws
. seed potato restricted area, re 2(1)
. . copy of, to Director 3
Clerk of township
. copy of by-law to Director by ... .3
. opinion of, re majority of
growers 2(1)
Containers
defined l(o)
.
disinfecting 11
permit for moving, into
restricted area 8(&)
. potatoes shipped in new 9
Definitions
. container 1 (a)
. Director .1(6)
. grower 1(c)
. inspector 1 (d)
. Minister 1 (e)
. regulations 1 (/)
. restricted area 1 (g)
Director
. copy of by-law to 3
. defined 1(6)
Disinfecting
. provisions re 11
Growers
. defined 1(c)
Industrial processing
. storage of potatoes for 10
Inspectors
. appointment of 5(2)
.
defined 1(d)
.
enforcement of Act by 4
. inspection of potato fields by 12
.
penalties for obstruction of 14
.
power to enter premises 6
.
regulations re duties of 15(6)
SEED POTATOES—Cow. Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
constitution of restricted area
by 5(1)
. regulations by 15
Machinery
.
disinfecting 11
Minister
.
appointment of inspectors by .5(2)
. defined 1(e)
. opinion of, re majority of
growers 5(1)
.
regulations re grants by 15(c)
Penalties
.
contravention of Act of, re 14
Petition
.
containing signatures of
growers 2(1)
.
particulars contained in 2(2)
Potato fields
.
inspection of 12
Potatoes
. moving of infected, prohibited ... 13
permit for moving, into
restricted area 8(a)
Premises
. power of inspector to enter 6
Regulations
. administration generally, re ..15(d)
.
defined 1(f)
.
duties of inspectors, re 15(6)
.
grading of potatoes in
restricted areas, re 15(a)
.
grants by Minister, re 15(c)
Re-shipment
. storage in restricted area of
potatoes for 10
Restricted area
. constitution of, where without
municipal organization 5(1)
. defined 1 (^)
. permit for moving potatoes
into 8(a)
. petition to show acreage of
potatoes in 2(2) (6)
. petition to show boimdaries
of 2(2)(a)
.
petition to show names of
growers in 2(2) (c)
. potatoes shipped in new
containers from 9
. provisions re disinfecting in 11
. regulations re grading of
potatoes in 15(o)
. storage of potatoes in 10
14.H (;i:ni:rai. indkx
SEED POTATOES- -Con. Skc.
Seed potatoes
l)laiUiiiK ol", regulations re 7
Storage
.
(lisiiifccting i)laccs of 11
SEEDS
See Agricultural Societies Act;
Clean (irain Act; Farm Pro-
ducts Marketing Act; Horti-
cultural Societies Act; Munici-
])al Act; Seed Cirain Subsidy
Act; Seed I'otatocs Act
SEIZURE
See Bailiffs Act; Execution Act;
Liquor Control Act; Mech-
anics' Lien Act; Woodmen's
Lien for Wages Act
SEPARATE SCHOOLS
Separate Schools Act,
Vol. 4, p. 643.
Sec also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Assessment Act;
Department of Education Act;
'Division Courts Act; High
Schools Act; Municipal Act;
Public Schools Act; School
Attendance Act; School Sites
Act; School Trust Convey-
ances Act; Schools; Teachers'
Superannuation Act; Teaching
Profession Act; Vocational
Education Act
Accommodation
children, of, duty re 46(d)
Accounting
. board, by 46(r)
Act
. application of Part II of, to
Roman Catholic schools 16
. application of part of, to other
schools 14
Affidavits
.
withholding of property, etc.,
re 96(2)
Agreements
.
(nvncr and tenant, between re
rates 66(1)
.
teacher and board, between 48
Alphabetical index
supporters, of 63(1)
.
entries in 63(2)
. filing of 63(4)
.
form of Form 1
. inspection of 63(3)
SEPARATE Sk-.
SCHOOLS Con.
Appeal
teachers' salaries, re 55(1)
Application
.
establishment of separate
schools, re
coloured people, for 2
Protestants, lor 1
judge, to, re recovery of
property 96(2)
Arbitration
.
separation of rural schools,
re 35(2)
.
site of rural school, re 34(2)
Assessment
exemption from, of public
school rates 10(1), 56(1)
. conditions and
exceptions 10(2), 56(6)
guidance by index on 63(5)
land, of, occupied by
. corporations 67(2)
. tenants 66(1)
non-resident, of 61
non-resident urban supporter, of 59
notice by corporations re . . .67(1)
.
form of Form 2
proportionate, of corporations 67(3)
supporter residing in other
municipality, of 60(1)
.
enforcement of 60(2)
supporter residing near several
schools, of 58(1)
. .
eflFect of debenture debt in. .58(2)
.
unoccupied land, against 61
Assessment Act
. referred to 61, 67(1)
Assessor's roll
.
board to use 13(4), 69
. correction of 64(1-2)
Assistance
. surgical 46(x)
Athletics
.
promotion of 46(,0
Auditor
. appointment of
. .
rural board, for 32, 46(/) (iii)
urban boards, for 46(t)
Award
.
arbitration, of, re site 34(2)
. . reconsideration of 34(3)
Bailiff
.
service of summons by, on
trustee, etc 96(3)
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SCHOOLS—Cow.
Sec.
BaUot
rural secrion, in
. ballot paper 26(6, 7)
. manner of voting 26(9)
. marking of paper 26(8)
urban section, in
. adoption of 40(1)
. application of Municipal Act . . .41
. casting vote 41 (t)
. discontinuance of 40(2)
. oath by voter 41(o)
. period of change 40(3)
. secretary assuming clerk's
duties in 41 {c-d)
Blind
. children, report on 46(w)
Board
borrowing by-laws of 75(1-6)
claim of property by 96(2)
contribution by
. pension scheme, to 83(4)
. superannuation fund, to 82
establishment, etc., by, of
continuation school 7Z
general duties and powers of 46(m)
liability for neglect to
take security 95
meetings of 45(1-6)
remedies for recovery of
property by 96(8)
rural schools, of
.
duties and powers of . . . .46(/-x)
.
forming and organization 27
.
meetings and despatch of
~
business of 28
urban schools, of
. duties of 46(/>-j)
. election of trustees of ....39-42
. formation and members
of 36(1-5)
Board of public school trustees
—
See also Board
. authorization by, to establish
separate school
. .
coloured people, for 2
.
. Protestants, for 1
By-laws
. borrowing money, for 75(1)
. . publication of 75(6)
Cadet corps
. establishment of 46(j)
Casting vote
. meetings of board, at 45(2)
,
meetings of urban supporters
^t 39. (8), 41(6)
SEPARATE Sec.
SCHOOLS—Con.
Certificates
. teacher's 51
Chairman
board, of 45(5)
first meeting of board, at ... .45(1)
rural supporters, of
.
counting of votes by 26(14)
. declaration by, re vote ..26(15)
. duties of 26(4)
. election of 26(2)
. granting of poll by 26(5)
. signing of minutes by . . .26(17)
. statement by. re vote . . . .26(16)
. taking of voters'
declaration 26(11)
urban supporters, of
. declaration by, re election . .39(3)
.
entries in poll-book by ...39(13)
. nomination of 39(2, 5)
. return of poll-book by 39(6)
. taking of voters'
declaration 39(14)
Clerk of municipality
. index book of supporters
kept by 63(1)
. . entries in 63(2)
- . form Form 1
. receiving of notices by
. .
assessment of corporations,
re 67(1)
. . exemption of indigent
persons, re 46(t)
. . supporters, re 60(2)
. . withdrawal of support, re 62(1)
.
supporters* notice certified by 56(4)
. voters' lists provided
by 39(10,11,16)
Collection
rates, of 46(/),71(l)
. supplies, etc., for 46(r)
Collector
board, of, appointment 46(fl),68(l)
distinction of rates by 65(2)
remuneration of 21(3)
unorganized territories, in
. appointment 21(3)
. powers of 21 (4)
Collector's roll
. access of trustees to 13(4), 69
.
entry of supporters in 60(2)
.
making out of 65(1, 2)
Committees
.
urban boards, of
.46(g)
Continuation schools
. establishment, etc., by board 7i
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Sec.
Contribution
. board, by
. .
pension scheme, to 83(4)
. .
superannuation fund, to 82
Controverted elections
complaint re
. investigations re 44(1)
.
order of judge, on 44(3)
. powers of judge, re 44(2)
.
provisions of Municipal Act
to apply to 44(4)
Convocation
.
meetings, of
.
.
. . 18, 26(1), 39(1, 5),
46(/)
Corporation
.
entry of, as supporter 67(2)
. extension of assessment of 67(3)
school supported by 67(1-6)
Coimcil
. authorization by, to establish
separate school
. . coloured people, for 2
. . Protestants, for 1
Court
. proceedings in, re recovery
of property 96(2-7)
.
teacher's salary settled in .
.55(1,2)
Custody
property, of, by board 46(/t)
Date
opening of school other than
Catholic, of 6
Deaf
.
children, report on 46(tt;)
Debenture debt
.
effect of, on supporter 58(2)
Debentures
mortgage in form of 75(3)
.
.
amount of 75(7)
.
.
maturity of 75(4)
Declaration
. voter objected, by
. .
rural school, re 26(11)
.
urban school, re 39(14)
Deductions
. contributions, of, to pension
scheme 83(5)
Definitions
Department 17(a)
. Minister 17(6)
. regulations 17(c)
.
rural school 17(d)
.
secretary or treasurer 17(^)
. separate school 17(f)
.
urban school 17(g)
SEPARATE Sec.
SCHOOLS—Cow.
Department
defined 17(o)
Discipline
maintenance of, by teacher . .49(c)
Dismissal
pupils, of, power of board re 46(;)
Dispute
settling of, between teacher
and board 55(1,2)
Division court
.
jurisdiction re teachers'
salaries 55(1)
Dumb
.
children, report on 46(a')
Election
ballot, by—see Ballot
complaint against
.
bribery, etc., at 44(4)
. investigation of 44(1)
.
order by judge re 44(3)
. powers of judge re 44(2)
irregularities not to invalidate . .43
poll, by—see Polls
schools other than Catholic, re . .5
. electors at 7
vote at 39(9)
voters declaration at 26(11), 39(14)
Establishment
.
cadet corps, of 46(j)
. model schools, of 79
. schools, of
. . coloured people, for 2
portion of rural section, in 35(1)
. . Protestants, for 1
.
.
Roman Catholics, for 16
.
sick leave credits, of 84(1)
. superannuation fund, of 82
Errors
. correction of, in assessment
roll 64(1)
. .
eflfect of 64(2)
Examinations
. teachers, by 49(^)
. teachers, of 51
Exemption
.
indigent persons, of, from
irates 46(i)
. supporters of public school
rates, re 10(1, 2), 56(1)
Expenditures
.
allowance for travel 46(o)
.
collection, etc., of rates by
municipality, re 71(2)
.
orders re 46(A)
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SCHOOLS—Con.
Sec.
Filing
. supporters' notices, of 63(4)
Forms
. index book, of Form 1
. notice re school tax, of ...Form
2
Govermnent Amiuities Act
(Canada)
. referred to 83(1)
Grants
. legislature, by
. . right to share in 12
. . schools in unorganized
territories, re 21(2)
. municipal
. . apportionment re 76(2)
. . participation of Catholic
schools in 76(1)
.
superannuation fund, to 82
Guarantee Companies Seciirities
Act
. referred to 31(2)
Holidays
. determination of 85(3)
. rural schools, in 85(4)
Index
supporters, of 63(1)
. entries in 63(2)
.
filing of 63(4)
.
form of Form 1
. inspection of 63(3)
Information
. furnishing of, by teacher . . .49(h)
Inspection
. index of supporters, of 63(3)
.
schools, of 78
Inspector
. approval by, re separation . . .35(1)
. approval by, re substitution
of holidays 85(4)
; ; disqualification of, as trustee
or teacher 88(3)
. return by, re schools other
than Catholic 13(2)
. third arbitrator, as, re site of
rural school 34(2)
Instruction
. teacher, by 49(a)
Insurance Act
referred to 83(1)
Investment
. special funds, of 81
Judge
. order by, re delivery of
property 96(4)
. . non-compliance with ......96(5)
SEPARATE
SCHOOLS—Co«.
Sec.
Judge—Con.
. order of discharge by, re
"delivery of property . . . .96(6, 7)
Land
assessment of unoccupied 61
liability in assessment of
. corporation, by 67(3)
. occupant, by 66(1)
. owner, by 66(2)
Liability
. assessment of land in
. . corporations, of 67(3)
. . occupant, of 66(1)
. . owner, of 66(2)
.
board, of, for neglect to
take security 95
. property, of, on separation of
rural school 35 (3)
. trustees, of, for loss through
neglect 100(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval by, re contributions 21(2)
. decision by, on appeal 80
Loans
board by
. sinking fund re 75(5)
. terms of payment of 75(2)
debentures, by 75(3)
. amount of 75(7)
. maturity of 75 (4)
Location
. separate schools in townships, of 3
Meetings
. board, of
. . casting vote at 45(2)
. . chairman at first 45(1)
. . presidency and voting 45(5)
. . quorum 45(6)
. . special 45(4)
. . time and place of 45(3)
. establishment of union board,
for 33(1)
.rural supporters, of
. . chairman 26(4)
. . convocation 26(1), 46(0
. . minutes 26(17)
. .new, in default of first ...26(18)
. . order of business at 26(3)
. . organization 26(2)
. . poll 26(5-16)
. . time of 26(1)
. supporters in unorganized
territories, of 21(1)
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SEPARATE Sec.
SCHOOLS—Com.
Meetings
—
Con.
urban supporters, of
. .
chairman 39(2)
.
convocation 18,39(1,5)
. . poll 39(4-8)
. .
proceedings 39(3)
. . voting 39(9)
Minister
.
approval by
. .
pensions, re 83(3)
. .
sick leave credits, re 84(2)
.
auditor appointed by 32
. defined 17(6)
. grants to schools in
unorganized townships by . 21(2)
.
settling of disagreements
between board and inspector
by 80
Minutes
. rural meeting, of,
and transmission 26(17)
Model schools
.
establishment of 79
Municipal Act
.
referred to 41, 44(4), 74(a), 75(4, 5)
Municipal elections
.
application of procedure of ... .41
Municipal school money
. separate school having no
'share in 11, 76(3)
Newspaper proprietor
. trustee, as 90(4)
Nomination
.
acclamation, by 39(1-3)
Non-resident
.
assessment of 60(1)
. entry on roll, etc., of 60(2)
.
voting place for 59
Notices
. corporation land, re 67(1)
. . annual search for 67(6)
. . eflfect of 67(4)
. . filing of 67(5)
. . form of Form 2
. board, by
.
. names and addresses, re . .46(g)
. . non-resident supporters, re 60(2)
. election by Roman Catholics,
re 20(1)
.
endorsement by municipality 20(2)
. support of separate school, re
. . certificate of receipt of ...56(4)
. . penalty for fraudulent 56(5)
. . time for 56(3)
. union of rural schools, re . . . .33(1)
SEPARATE Sec.
SCHOOLS—Con.
Number
. minimum, for calling meeting
. .
townships, etc., in 18
.
. unorganized territories, in 21(1)
.
schools other than Catholic in
cities, etc., of 8
Oath
. voter by ballot, of 41
Occupant
.
liability of, re assessment . .66(1)
Officers of board
. appointment of 46(a)
.
security by 31(1)
. . form of 31(2)
Orders
. expenditures, re 46(h)
Owners
.
liability of, re assessment . .66(2)
Penalties
.
delaying yearly report, for 98
. disturbance, for 91
. false declaration, for, re right
•to vote 87
. false report or register, for ... .99
. fraudulent statement, for,
by supporter 56(5)
. neglect, etc., of duties for 93
. neglect to transmit minutes, for 94
. recovery and application of . . . 101
.
refusal of information, etc., to
auditors, for 97
. refusal to serve, etc., for 92
.
use of unauthorized book, for 86
Pensions
. employees, of 83(1-5)
Poll books
. urban boards providing 39(12)
Polls
rural section, in
afternoon, at 26(13)
closing of 26(12)
counting of votes 26(14)
declaration of result 26(15)
granting of 26(5)
objection to voter 26(11)
preparation of 26(6)
scrutineer at 26(10)
statement of result of ....26(16)
urban section, in
book of 39(6)
casting vote 39(8)
declaration of result 39(7)
entries in poll-book 39(13)
hours of 39(4)
manner of voting 39(9)
objection to voter 39(14)
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SEPARATE
SCHOOLS—Con.
Sec. separate
SCHOOLS—Co«.
Polls
—
Con.
. urban section, in
—
Con.
. place of ......39(5)
. . voting of non-resident ...39(15)
Premises
. providing of school 46(e)
Property
-/ custody of 46(ife)
.-neglect to deliver, by
'trustee, etc 96(1-8)
. school, delivery by teacher of 49(f)
Protestants
. restriction on, re establishment
of school 9
Public Schools Act
. referred to 55(1)
Pupils
.
dismissal of, powers of board
re 46(;)
Quorum
. meetings of board, of 45(6)
. rural board, of 27
Rates
. agreement between municipality
and board re 72(1, 2, 3)
. agreement between owner and
tenant re 66(1)
. collection of, by municipality 71(1)
. . expenses of 71 (2)
. collection of, in unorganized
territories 21 (3, 4)
. distinction of, on roll 65(1, 2)
. due before withdrawal of
support 62(2)
. exemption from public
school 10(1, 2), 56(1)
. exemption from, re indigent
persons 46(t)
levy of, by Board 68(1)
liability for
. owner, of 66(1, 2)
. separation, on 35(3)
. tenant, of 66(1, 2)
payment by non-resident ..60(1,2)
uncollected, on land 68(2-4)
Registers
.
access to 49(e)
. delivery to board 49(f)
. teacher to keep 49(b)
Reg^ulations
. defined 17(c)
. separate schools, re 6
Reports
—
See also Returns
. annual
. board, by 46(/)
Sec
Reports
—
Con.
. annual
—
Con.
,
-
. .
. . rural board, by ..".;.....'.".. .46 (v)
. teacher, by \'.. .'.'.. .49(«)
Restriction
. establishment of Protestant
school, re 9
Returns See also Reports
. Inspector, by, re schools other
than Catholic 13(2)
. trustees, by, re schools other
than Catholic 13(1)
Rolls
. copies of, to trustees 13(4), 69
. exclusion of supporters other
than Catholic from 13(3)
. rates distinguished on ....65(1,2)
Rural schools
. defined I7(d}
Salaries
payment of, to rural teachers 46(«)
teachers, for
absence, during 53(2)
dispute re 55(1)
proportion of 52
recovery" of, due 54
undue, relief of board re ..55(2)
School year
. opening and closing days ... .85(2)
terms 85(1)
Secretary
board, of, appointment 46(o)
defined 17(0
neglect by, to deliver up
property 96(1)
. proceedings of recovery
re 96(2n8)
rural boards, of, duties
. calling of special meetings,
re
. giving notice of meetings,
re
. keeping of records re
meetings, re
rural meeting, of
appointment of 26(2)
certifying of results by .26(16)
collection of votes by 26(9)
counting of votes by 26(14)
entries in poll-book by . . . .26(6)
recording of proceedings by 26(2)
signing of minutes by . . . .26(17)
urban boards, of, duties .re
poll :....,.. 39(7)
.29(6)
29(0
29(a)
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SEPARATE
SCHOOLS—Con.
Sec.
Security
.
officers of rural boards, by .31(1)
. .
form of 31(2)
Separate schools
. defined 17(/)
Separation
. school in rural section, of
. . arbitration re 35(2)
. . establishment of new school
on 35(1)
. . liability of property on . . . .35(3)
Sick leave credits
. establishment of 84(1)
Sinking fund
. provisions re 74
Sites
. rural schools, of 34(1)
. . arbitration re 34(2)
. .
reconsideration of award . .34(3)
. .
selection of 46(/) (ii)
Slander
. costs of defending action of . -90(5)
Statements
. annual, re supporters 70
Summary Convictions Act
. referred to 101
Superannuation fund
.
establishment of 82
Supervision
. schools, of 46(«)
Support
.
withdrawal of 62(1)
. . effect of 62(2)
Supporters
. coloured school, of 4
. liable for debenture debt ....58(2)
. residence of 57
. right of, to claim property . .96(2)
. school other than Roman
'Catholic, of
. . exemption of public school
irates, conditions 10(1-2)
. . kept out of school rates . . 13(3)
'. withdrawal of support by . .62(1,2)
Siurgical treatment
. power of board to provide . .46(.r)
Teachers
. agreement by, with board 48
. appointment of 46(d)
. certificate of qualifications of ... .51
. decisions of urban board re
employment of 46(^)
. disqualification of, as member
of board 88(2)
SEPARATE
SCHOOLS—Con.
Sec
Teachers—Con.
duties of 49(a-«)
examination of 51
forfeiture of claim by 49(f)
salary of
. absence, during 53(2)
. dispute re 55(1)
. proportion of 52
. recovery of, due 54
. undue, relief of board from 55(2)
use of unauthorized text book by 86
Tenants
.
liability of, re assessment ...66(1)
Text-books
. change of, by teacher 50
.
use of unauthorized 86
Treasurer
board, of, appointment 46(o)
defined 17(*)
neglect to deliver up property
by 96(1)
. proceedings of recovery
re 96(2-8)
rural boards, of, duties
. banking, re 30(d)
. disbursements, re 30(6)
. production of papers, etc.,
re 30(0
. school money, re 30(a)
Trustee Act
referred to 81
Trustees—See also Board
collectors, as 90(3)
corporate name of
. Roman Catholic schools, re 20(3)
. schools other than Roman
'Catholic, re 15
. union rural schools, re ....33(2)
disqualification of 88(l)(o,&)
duties and powers of 46(m)
neglect to deliver up property
by 96(1)
. proceedings of recovery
re 96(2-8)
owners, etc., of newspapers as 90(4)
refunding of legal costs to .90(5)
responsibility for loss 100(1)
rural
. board and quorum of 27
. election of 26(1-18)
.
elections to fill vacancy for 47(2)
. electorate of 25
. qualifications of 24
. re-election of 23(4)
. resignation of 23(3)
. retirement by rotation of 23(1)
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SEPARATE
SCHOOLS—Cow.
Sec.
Trustees—Con.
. rural
—
Con.
. .
term of office of 22
. . . filling vacancy 22(2)
. . vacancy in office of 47(1)
. schools other than Roman
Catholic, of
. .
number of 5
. . powers of IS
. . returns by 13(1)
. urban
. .
election of 36(4), 39-42
. . electorate re 42
. . number of 36(1)
. . . limitation re 36(3)
. . retirement by
rotation 36(2, 5), 37(2)
. .
term of office 38
. urban, in villages
. .
number and term of office 37(1)
. .
retirement by rotation 37(2)
. vacation of seat
.
.
conviction, etc., by 89
.
.
declaration of judge, by . . .90(2)
.
.
interest, etc., by 90(1)
Union schools
. rural districts, in 33(1)
Urban schools
. defined 17(g)
. determination of type and
number of 46(/)
Vacancies
rural board, in 46(0 (i)
Villages
. schools in, trustees re 37(1,2)
^Hsitors
. separate schools, of 77
Visitors' book
access to " 49(0
. delivery to board 49(/)
. supplied by board 46(n)
. teacher to keep 49(rf)
Vote
coloured people, by 7
equality of
. ballot, in 41(6)
.
rural schools, re 26(4)
.
urban schools, re 39(8)
objection to right of
.
rural schools, re 26(11)
.
urban schools, re 39(14)
trustees limited in number, re 36(4)
urban schools, re
kind of 39(9)
.
persons entitled to, in cities . .42
SEPARATE
SCHOOLS—Con.
Sec.
Voters
. list of
. . supplied by urban board . .39(12)
. . supporters in wards, re 39(10, 16)
. . towns not divided into wards,
re 39(11)
. rural schools, re 25
. schools other than Roman
'Catholic, re 7
Voting
. meetings of board, at 45(5)
. meetings of urban supporters,
at 39(9), 41
Ward
. coloured school for each 8
. Protestant school for each 8
. union of, in cities, etc., re
schools other than Roman
'Catholic 8
. urban trustees from 36(3)
. voters' lists from 39(10)
Withdrawal
. support, of 62(1)
. . eflFect of 62(2)
SEPARATED TOWNS
'See Municipal Act
SERVANTS
See Master and Servant Act;
Minimum Wage Act
SERVICE STATIONS
See Municipal Act
SETTLED ESTATES
Settled Estates Act,
Vol. 4, p. 681.
See also Land Titles Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Munici-
pal Act; Planning Act; Reg-
istry Act
Actions
. concurrent, re leases 32(4)
. protection of estates, for,
sanction of court re ....13(l)(c)
Agreements
.
renewal of leases, for 2(2)
Alterations
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(o)
Applications
.
Act not to impose obligation
ito make 36
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SETTLED Sec.
ESTATES—Cow.
Applications—Con.
. consent to
. .
generally 19
. .
married women, of 35
. costs of 31
,
exercise of powers conferred
by Act, re 18
,. leases, re, evidence on 8
•. mental incompetents, bankrupts
and infants, for 34
'
notice to trustees re 20
. publication of notice re 21
. rejection of similar application
fby Legislature, upon 22
',. striking out conditions in leasing
•'I power of trustees, re 12
Appointment of the use
.
conveyances operating by way of 17
Assignees
. bankrupt or insolvents, acting
for '.... 34
Bankrupts
. trustees acting on behalf of ... .34
Base fee
. leases by holders of 32(1) (d)
Building leases
. reservation of rent in 2(1) (6)
Charges—See also Mortgages
. consent of persons entitled to . .37
. cost of applications, for ....... .31
. cost of laying out streets raised
by 16(2)
Coal
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . application of rent re 23
. . reservation of rent in ...2(l)(c)
Committees
. execution by 34
Concurrent action
. leases, re .- 32(4)
Conditions
, leasing power of trustees,
in 10,11,12
.. power of court to insert in leases 3
Consent
. Act not to impose obligation re 36
. applications to court, re 19
. married women, of 35
,. mental incompetents, bankrupts
and infants, for .34
. notice of, to trustees 20
.
orders not invalid for want of . .30
"'. persons entitled to charge, of .37
SETTLED
ESTATES—Con.
Sec.
Contracts
. execution of 9
. preliminary, re leases 6
Conveyances
. execution of 17
Co-parceners
. applications by 18(2)
Costs
. applications, of 31
.
laying out streets, of 16
. proceedings to protect estates,
of
.
.
mortgages to raise funds
for 13(1) (O
Court
. application to, powers re 18
. defined 1(1) (o)
. orders of, validity 30
. powers of
.
.
costs of applications, re 31
. . dispensing with consent, re 19(4)
. . dispensing with notice, re . .19(4)
. . effect of terms of settlement on 27
. . execution of conveyances, re . .17
. . extent of 28
. . interest, re 25, 26
. . laying out streets, re 16
. . leases, re 28
. . mortgages, re .. 13(1) (o,c), 13(2)
. . proceedings for protection of
estates, re 13(1) (c)
. . publication of notice, re 21
.
.
sale, re 13(1) (fe,0. 13(3),
14, 15, 16(2)
.
validity of acts of 29
Covenants
.
leases, in, power of court to
insert 3
Curtesy
. tenants by, leases by 32(2)
Debtors in liquidation
. trustees acting on behalf of ... .34
Dedications
. execution of conveyances re 17
. streets and gardens, of 16(1)
Deeds
. execution of 17
Defences
. protection of estates, for,
sanction of court re ....13(l)(f)
Definitions
. court 1(1) (o)
. income 1 (1) (6)
. land 1(1)(0
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ESTATES—Com.
Definitions
—
Con.
. possession 1 (1) (rf)
. settled estate 1(1)(^)
. settlement 1(1) (/)
Dower
. tenants in, leases by 52(2)
Drains
. estates laid out for 16
Earth
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . application of rent from 23
. .
reservation of rent in ...2(1) (6)
Elasements
. sale of 13(1) (6)
Enciunbrances
. mortgages to discharge .13(1) (a)
. rights of persons entitled to ....37
Evidence
. applications re leases, on 8
Execution
. committees and trustees, by 34
. conveyances or mortgages, of ..17
.
leases or contracts, of 9
Expenses
—
See Costs
Form
. leases, of 2(1) (^), 32(5)
Gardens
. estates laid out for 16(1)
Guardians ad litem
.
consents and notices by 34
Impeachment of waste ~~
. leases not made without clause
re 2(l)(rf),32(6)
Improvements
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(a)
Income
.
costs of proceedings paid out
of 13(l)(c)
. defined 1(1)(6)
Infants
. Official Guardian acting on
behalf of 34
Insolvents
. trustees acting on behalf of ....34
Interest
. payment of 25, 26
Joint tenants
. applications by 18(2)
Land—See also Mortgages; Sale
.
defined 1(1) (0
SETTLED
ESTATES—Co«.
Sec.
Land Titles Act
. powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Landlord and Tenant Act
. right of re-entry contained
in 2(l)(e),32(6)
Leases
. agreements for renewal of . . . .2(2)
. application of rent from 23
. applications re, evidence on .8
. building, reservation of rent
in 2(1)(&)
. concurrent action re 32(4)
. confirming previous leases,
for 32(3)(c)
. contracts giving eflFect to
previous 32(^3) (a)
. contracts re 6
. cutting of timber not authorized
by 2(l).(rf),32(6)
. execution of 9
. extent of powers of court re ... .28
. form of 2(1) (e), 32(5)
. giving eflFect to covenants of
renewal 32(3) (6)
. impeachment of waste clause
included in 2(1) (d)
. interest on purchase money re . .26
. mode of authorization of 7
. power of court to authorize . .2(1)
. power re, vested in
trustees .7,8,10,11, 12
. power to make, for 21 years .... 32
. . validity of ...33
. powers re, conferred by other
statutes .38
.
preliminary contracts re 6
. re-entry for non-payment of
rent, subject to .. .2(1) (e), 32(6)
. renewal of 2(2), 5, 32(3) (&)
. reservation of rent
. . generally 2(l)(b)
. . . exception 2(1)(6)
. . lease of earth, coal, stone or
mineral 2(1) (f)
. special covenants and
conditions in 3
. surrender of 5
.
term of 2(1) (o)
. time of taking eflFect .2(1) (a)
. validity of, when court exceeds
its powers .29
Legislature
.
applications rejected by 22
Married women
. consent of 35
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SETTLED Sec.
ESTATES—Com.
Mental incompetents
. committees acting on behalf of. .34
Minerals
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . application of rent 23
. . reservation of rent in . . . .2(1) (&)
Mining leases
. reservation of rent in 2(1) (t)
Mortgages—See also Charges
. costs raised by 31
. execution of 17
. expenses of laying out streets
raised by 16(2)
K- expenses of repairs raised
by 13(l)(o)
. extent of powers of court re . . .28
. validity of, where court
exceeds powers 29
Municipal Act
. powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Notice
.
mental incompetents, bankrupts
and infants, to 34
.
orders not invalidated by want of 30
. persons who do not consent,
to 19(2)
. .
court may dispense with .19(4)
. .
effect of non-reply to 19(3)
. publication of 21
. trustees, to 20
OfHcial Guardian
.
consents and notices given by . .34
Orders
costs of applications, re .31
. dispensing with consent 19(5)
.
dispensing with notice 19(4)
. leasing power vested in
'trustees by 10, 11, 12
.
rights of non-consenting parties
saved in 19(6)
. validity of 30
Ornamental timber
sale of, saving re 13(1) (b)
Payment into court
. proceeds of sale, of 2Z
Petitions to court
. application of proceeds of sale,
re 24
. interest on purchase money
Te leases, re 26
Petitions to Legislature
. protection of estates, for,
sanction of court re . . . .13(l)(f)
SETTLED Sec.
ESTATES—Co«.
Planning Act
.
powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Possession
.
defined l(l)(<i)
Procedure
. sales, re 13(3)
Proceedings
.
protection of estates, for ..13(l)(f)
Pur autre vie
. tenants, leases by 32(1)(/)
Rebuilding
.
mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(o)
Re-entry
. non-payment of rent,
for 2(l)(e),32(6)
Remainder
. estates in, not disposed of by
settlement 1(3)
Renewal
. leases, of 2(2), 5, 32(3) (6)
. . agreements for 2{2)
Rent—^5"^^ also Reservation of
rent
. application of money set aside
from 23
.
consideration for sale of land, as 14
. costs of proceedings paid
from 13(1) (f), 31
. expenses of laying out streets
paid from 16(2)
. leases for 21 years, re 32(4)
. re-entry for non-payment
of 2(l)(e),32(6)
Repairing leases
.
reservation of rent in 2(1) (6)
Repairs
.
laid-out parts of settled estates,
of 16(2)
. mortgages to raise funds
for 13(l)(o)
Registry Act
.
powers re laying out streets
subject to 16(3)
Reservation of rent
.
generally 2(1) (&)
. .
exception in case of mining
leases 2(1) (&)
. leases of earth, coal, stone, or
mineral, in 2(l)(f)
Reversion
.
estates in, not disposed of by
settlement 1 (3)
. interest on purchase money re .26
J
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ESTATES—Con.
Revocation
. conveyances operating by way of 17
Roads
. estates laid out for 16(1)
Sale
. applications of proceeds of 23
. .
interest 25, 26
. . trustees, by 24
. building purposes, for, rent as
consideration for 14
. costs raised by 31
. easements, of 13(1) (6)
. execution of conveyances on .... 17
. expenses of laying out streets
raised by 16(2)
. extent of powers of court re ... .28
. powers of court re . . 13(1)(6), (3),
14, 15, 16(2)
. procedure on 13(3)
. reservation of rights on 15
. timber, of 13(1)(&)
. validity of, where court
exceeds powers 29
Settled estate
. defined 1(1)(0
.
rule of construction re 1 (4)
Settlement
.
defined 1(1)(/)
Sewers
. estates laid out for 16
Squares
. estates laid out for 16(1)
Stone
. excepted, in sale of land 15
. leases of
. . applications of rent from 23
. .
reservation of rent in ...2(l)(c)
Streets
. estates laid out for . . . .- 16(1)
Surrender
leases, of 5
Tenants by oirtesy
. leases by 32(2)
Tenants for life
. leases by 32(l)(o)
. tenants in tail after possibility
of issue extinct deemed ....1(2)
Tenants in common
. applications by 18(2)
Tenants in dower
. leases by 32(2)
Tenants in tail
. consent of 19(1) (o)
. leases by 32(1)(&)
SETTLED Sec.
ESTATES—Con.
Tenants in tail—Con.
. possibility of issue extinct,
deemed tenants for life 1(2)
Tenants pur autre vie
. leases by 32(1)(/)
Term
. leases, of 2(1) (o)
Timber
. leases not to authorize cutting
of 2(l)(rf),32(6)
. sale of 13(1)(6)
Trustees
. application of proceeds of sale
by 24
. bankrupts and insolvents, acting
on behalf of 34
. consent of 19(1)
. execution by 34
. laid-out parts of estates vested
in 16(1)
. leasing power vested
in 7.8.10,11,12
. notice to 20
. proceeds of sale paid to 23
Waste
—
See Impeachment of waste
Watercourses
. estates laid out for 16
SETTLERS
See Archives Act; Forestry Act;
'Public Lands Act; Settlers*
'Pulpwood Protection Act
SETTLERS' PULPWOOD
PROTECTION
Settlers' Pulpwood
Protection Act,
Vol. 4, p. 695.
See also Pulpwood Conservation
•Act; Spruce Pulpwood Ex-
portation Act
Company
. defined 1 (o)
. information by 2(2. 3)
. penalty for violation of Act . . 4(2)
Definitions
. company 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (6)
. regrulations 1 (f)
. settler 1(d)
Department officer
. investigation by 2(1)
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SETTLERS' PULPWOOD Sec.
PROTECTION—Com.
Information
. company, by 2(2, 3)
. notice of 2(3)
. settler, by 2(2,3)
Investigation
.
powers of 2(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 3
Minister
. defined 1(6)
. information to 2(2, 3)
.
investigation by 2(1)
. regulations recommended by ....3
Notice
. information required 2(3)
. service of 2(3)
Penalties
. settler or company violating Act 4
Public Lands Act
. settler under l(rf)
Pulpwood
. kinds, regulations re 3(b)
. measurements and prices,
regulations re 3(c)
.
sale and supply, regulations re 3(a)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 3
. recommended by Minister 3
Settler
. defined 1(d)
. information by 2(2, 3)
. penalty for violation of Act . .4(1)
SEWERAGE
See Industrial Farms Act; Local
Improvement Act; Municipal
Act; Ontario Municipal Im-
provement Corporation Act;
'Public Health Act; Public
Utilities Act; Public Works
Act; Suburban Area Develop-
ment Act
SHALL
See Interpretation Act
SHARES
5"^^ Companies Act; Corpora-
!tions Tax Act; Execution Act;
Judicature Act; Railways Act;
Securities Act
SHEEP Sec.
'See Live Stock and Live Stock
'Products Act; Live Stock
Branding Act; Municipal Act;
Pounds Act
SHEEP BREEDERS'
ASSOCIATION
See Agricultural Associations Act
SHEET METAL WORKER
See Apprenticeship Act
SHERIFFS
Sheriffs Act, Vol. 4, p. 697.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Assignments
and Preferences Act; Contro-
verted Elections Act; County
Courts Act; Creditors' Relief
Act; Estreats Act; Execution
Act; Fraudulent Debtors Ar-
rest Act; Jails Act; Judicature
Act; Jurors Act; Justices of
•the Peace Act; Law Stamps
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Liquor Control Act; Min-
ing Act; Municipal Act; On-
tario Municipal Board Act;
Public Authorities Protection
Act; Public Officers Act; Pub-
lic Officers' Fees Act; Public
Schools Act; Railways Act;
Statute Labour Act; Voters*
Lists Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
Accounts—See Books ; List and
account
Action
. continued after death, resigna-
tion or removal 27
. fees for, against solicitor 20
.
sheriflF, against 2(6)
. . place of jury trial 8
. surety, against 2(6)
Annual return
. fees and disbursements, re 14
Application
. payment of fees, for 20
Appointment
. constable for court sittings, of . .17
,
Great Seal, under 1
. revocation of 2(3)
Attachment
. execution of, fees in advance for 19
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Bailiwick
. boundary changes, security not
aflFected by 2(4)
Books
. cost of 13(2)
. Oown property on 22
. examination of, by sheriff 25
. kept in sheriflPs office 13
. penalty for failure to hand over 23
Cash book
. entries in 13(1) (c)
Certificate
. Creditors' Relief Act, under ... 11(2)
. executions against lands, re ....11
Constable
. appointment of, for court sittings 17
. misconduct by 5
. purchasing at sales under
execution 4
Conveyance of land
. sold before death, resignation
or removal 26
Coroner
. misconduct by 5
. purchasing at sales under
execution 4
Costs
. books for sheriffs office, of . .13(2)
. disputes re payment of 20(2)
. service of writ, of / 9
. writ not re-delivered, of 10
County
. appointment for 1
Court
~~~
. fees for acting under order of . . 18
. notice of application to, for
payment of fees 20(1)
.
payment of fees directed by . .20(2)
. proceedings against surety
stayed by 2(9)
reference re payment of fees
ordered by 20(2)
Court sittings
. appointment of constables for . . 17
. duty of sheriff re 16
Creditors' Relief Act
.
certificates under 11(2)
Crown
. action against sheriff by 2(6)
. action against surety by 2(6)
Crown attorney
. pro tempore sheriff, as 21(2)
Crown property
. books, etc., as ^....22
SHERIFFS—Con. Sec.
Death of sheri£f
. continuation of action after 27
. conveyance of lands sold before 26
.
examination of books, etc., after 25
.
execution of office on 21
Debtor in execution
. liability for escape of 6
Deputy sheriff
. acting as sheriff 21(1)
. conveyance of land by 26
. duties when outgoing 24
. security extending to . .2(10), 21(1)
. trading by 3
Discharge
. security, of 2(8)
District
. appointment for 1
Duties
. court sittings, re 16
Endorsement
. receipt and re-delivery of a
writ, of 9
Examination .
. books, etc., by resigning or
dismissed sheriff 25
. security, of 2(5)
Execution
.
books, entries in 13(1) (&)
. certificate re 11
. fees demanded in advance for . . 19
. writ for amount awarded in
dispute re fees 20(3)
Fees
. acting under court order, for . . . 18.
. action by sheriff for 20
.
annual return of 14
. books for I3(c,d)
. certificate re execution against
lands, for 11(3)
. demanding of, in advance 19
. notice of application for
payment of 20(1)
. . proceedings on return of . .20(2)
Forfeitiure of office
. false return, for 7
Great Seal
. appointment under 1
Incoming sheriff
.
list and account charged to . .24(2)
.
list and account duplicated by 24(2)
. list and account for 24(1)
Inspector of Legal Offices
. annual return to 14
. quarterly returns to 15
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Judge
.
notice of application for pay-
ment of fees to 20(1)
.
payment of fees directed by . 20(2)
.
reference re payment of fees
ordered by 20(2)
Judgment
.
against surety, for balance of
security 2{7)
Jury trial
action against sheriff by 8
Justices of the Peace Act
. liability of sheriflf under 15
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
appointment by 1
.
books, etc., handed over to
appointee of 22, 23
. books required for sheriff's
loffice, re 13(1) (e)
. revocation of appointment by 2(3)
. security fixed by 2(1)
List and accoiint
. charged to incoming sheriff . .24(2)
. contents of 24(1)
. failure to hand over 24(3)
. outgoing sheriflf, by 24(1)
Misconduct
.
writ, warrant or process, re S
Names
. certificate re execution against
lands, on 11(1)
Notice
.
application for payment of fees,
of 20(1)
.
.
proceedings on return of .
.20(2)
Office
. books kept in 13
. hours 12
Outgoing sheriff
.
list and account made by ... 24(1)
Papers
—
See Books
Penalties
. books, etc., not handed over . .
. .2Z
.
list and account not handed
over 24(3)
. misconduct re writ, warrant or
process, for 5
. payment over, of 15
.
quarterly returns, re 15
. security not furnished 2{Z)
. writs and process not handed
over 24(3)
SHERIFFS—Co«. Sec.
Plaintiff
,
duplicate or concurrent writ
issued by 10
.
rc-delivery of writ to 9
Prisoners
. list and account of 24(1)
.
transfer to incoming sheriflf
of 24(2)
Pro tempore sheriff
.
conveyance of land to be made
by 2tf
, Crown attorney as 21(2)
. duties when outgoing 24
, responsibilities of 21(3)
.
security extending to .2(10), 21(3)
Process
.
books for 13(1) (a)
. failure to hand over 24(3)
fees in advance for execution of 19
.
list and account of 24(1)
.
penalty for misconduct re 5
Public Officers Act
. security under 2(2)
Purchases
.
sales under execution, at 4
Quarterly returns
. fines, penalties and forfeiture, re 15
Records—See Books
Removal of sheriff
.
examination of books, etc., re .25
.
execution of oflfice on 21
.
continuation of action after 27
conveyance of lands sold, before 26
Resignation of sheriff
.
continuation of action after ... 27
conveyance of lands sold, before 36
.
examination of books, etc., upon 25
.
execution of office on 21
Returns
.
annual 14
. false, forfeiture of oflfice for 7
.
quarterly 15
Sales under execution
,
purchases at, by sheriff, etc 4
Security
boundary changes not to affect 2(4)
discharge of 2(8)
extending to deputy sheriff or
sheriflf pro tempore . .2(10), 21(1)
failure to furnish 2(3)
fixed by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 2(1)
furnishing of 2(2)
judgment against surety for
balance of 2{7)
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Security—Con.
.
Public Officers Act, under 2(2)
. right to examine 2(5)
Solicitor
. action for fees against 20
Stay of proceedings
. surety against 2(9)
Successor in office
. books, etc., handed over to 22
. . penalty for default 23
. continuation of actions by 27
Surety
. action against 2(6)
. judgment for balance of security
against 2(7)
. payment of full amount by . . . .2(8)
. stay of proceedings against . . 2(9)
Taxing
. costs of dispute for payment of
fees, of 20(2)
Trading
sheriff or deputy sheriflF, by 3
Vacation
. long, office hours during 12
Warrant
. Crown property, as 22, 23
. penalty for misconduct re 5
Writ
. amount awarded in dispute re
fees, for 20(3)
. costs of service of 9
. Crown property, as 22, 23
. duplicate or concurrent 10
. endorsement of delivery 9
. endorsement of receipt of 9
. execution, of, books for ..13(1)(&)
. failure to hand over 24(3)
.
failure to re-deliver to plaintiflF 10
. list and account of 24(1)
.
penalty for misconduct re 5
.
plaintiff entitled to re-delivery
of, when 9
SHINGLES
See Municipal Act
SHIPS
See Marine Insurance Act; Ves-
'sels; Vital Statistics Act
SHOPS
See Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act
SHORES
See Municipal Act
Sec.
SHORT FORMS OF
CONVEYANCES
Short Forms of Conveyances
Act, Vol. 4, p. 707.
See also Registry Act
Act
. deed failing to take effect under . .4
.
deeds made in pursuance of 2
Additions
. persons or classes of persons
to form two, column one . . .3(4)
Coliunn One
. form of Schedule B
Column Two
. form of Schedule B
Deeds
. failing to take effect under Act . .4
. forms Schedules A, B
. . effect of 2
Definitions
. land : 1(a)
.
party or parties 1 (b)
Exception
.
annexation of, effect 3(3)
Feminine gender
. substitution of masculine for . .3(2)
Forms
. deeds, of Schedule A
. short Schedule B
. substitution of parties' names
in 3(1)
Land
. defined 1(a)
Parties
. defined 1(b)
. substitution of names in short
forms by 3(1)
Party
. defined 1(b)
Plural
substitution of, for singular .3(2)
Qualifications
annexation of, eflfect of 3(3)
Schedules
deed under, effect of 2
.
form of deed Schedule A
short forms Schedule B
. substitution under Schedule B 3
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LEASES
Short Forms of Leases
Act, Vol. 4, p. 713.
See also Landlord and Tenant
'Act; Registry Act
Act
. covenants under, to run with
land 4
. lease failing to take effect under . .4
.
lease made in pursuance of 1
Covenants
. run with the land, to 4
Definitions
- lessor and lessee 2(5)
Exceptions
. annexation of, effect 2(3)
Feminine gender
.
substitution of, in column one 2(2)
IForms
. leases, of Schedules A, B
Freehold tenure
.
demise of 2(4)
Leasehold tenure
. demise of 2(4)
Leases
. failing to take effect under Act . .4
. form of Schedules A, B
Lessee
. defined 2(5)
Lessor
. defined 2(5)
Parties
. substitution of names in short
forms by 2(1)
Schedules
. form of lease Schedule A
. short forms of leases .. Schedule B
SHORT FORMS OF
MORTGAGES
Short Forms of Mortgages
Act, Vol. 4, p. 719.
5*^^ also Agricultural Develop-
ment Act; Co-operative Mar-
keting Loans Act; Mortgages
Act; Registry Act
Act
. mortgage in pursuance of . . . .2(1)
.
validity of mortgages not under. .4
Blank
.
Column Two, in 2(2)
Column One
, .
form of Schedule B
SHORT FORMS OF Sec
MORTGAGES—Cow.
Column Two
.
blank in 2(2)
form of Schedule B
Definitions
. land 1(a)
. party and parties 1(6)
Exceptions
. annexation of 3(3)
Feminine gender
. masculine, for 3(2)
Forms
.
mortgage, of Schedules A, B
Land
. defined 1(a)
Mortgagee
. substitution for 3
Mortgagor
. substitution for 3
Party
. defined 1(6)
Plural
. singular, for 3(2)
Qualification
.
annexation of 3(3)
Schedules
.
form of mortgage Schedule A
.
mortgage under, effect of 2(1)
.
short forms Schedule B
. substitution in 3
Substitution
. Schedule B, in 3
Validity
. mortgages not taking effect
under this Act, of 4
SHOWS
See Agricultural Societies Act;
Egress from Public Buildings
'Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act; Ticket Specula-
tion Act; Travelling Shows
Act
SHRUBS
See Horticultural Societies Act;
Plant Diseases Act
SIDEWALKS
See Building Trades Protection
lAct; Highway Improvement
Act; Local Improvement Act;
'Mechanics' Lien Act; Munici-
pal Act
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SIGNBOARDS Sec.
See Highway Improvement Act;
'Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act
SILICOSIS
Silicosis Act, Vol. 4, p. 729.
Application
. Act 5
. regulations, of 7(2)
Definitions
Minister l(o)
. regulations 1 (6)
Employee
. medical examination taken by . . .3
Employer
.
payment of medical examination
fee by 4
Exemption
. industrial process, of 5
Fee
. medical examination, for 4
Health certificates
. regulations re 7(1) (6)
. requirement of 2
Industrial process
. exemption of 5
. person employed in 2
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations approved by 7(1)
Medical examination
. fee for 4
. required by Minister •. . .3
Minister
. defined l(o)
. exemption of industrial process by 5
. medical examination required by. .3
. regulations by 7(1)
Penalty
. contravention of Act or
regulations, for 6
Regxilations
. application of 7(2)
. defined 1(6)
. defining silica exposure ..2,3,7(1)
. health certificate issued under . . .2
. health certificates, re 7(1)(&)
. made by Minister 7(1)
.
prescribing fee for medical
examination 4, 7(1) (a)
. prescribing medical
examinations 7(1) (a)
Silica exposure
. defined by regulations ..2, 7(l)(a)
. industrial process involving 2
. .
exemption of 5
SILVER Sec
See Unwrought Metal Sales Act
SKI TOWS
Ski Tows Act,
Vol. 4, p. 731.
Bond
. operators of ski-tows by,
regulations re 2(c)
Definitions
.
Minister 1(a)
. reg^ulations 1 (6)
. ski tow 1(c)
Financial responsibility
. regulations re 2(6)
Insurance
. regulations re provision of . . . .2(c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 2
Minister
. defined 1(a)
. proof of financial responsibility
to, regulations re 2(6)
0£fences
. operation of ski tows, re 3
Penalties
. operation of ski tows, re i . . .3
Regulations
. defined 1(6)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 2
Ski tows
. defined 1 (c)
. regulations re operations of ...2(c)
SLANDER
See Division Courts Act; Libel
and Slander Act; Limitations
Act
SLAUGHTER HOUSES
See Municipal Act; Public Health
Act
SLOT MACHINES
Slot Machines Act,
Vol. 4, p. 733.
Appeal
.
county or district court, to 5
Attorney-General
.
disposal of money and machines
by 4(3)
Confiscation
. slot machines, of, by
magistrate 4(2)
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Definitions
.
slot machine 1
Dwelling house
.
search of, for slot machines ..3(2)
Magistrate
.
appeal from decision of 5
.
order by, for confiscation of
slot machines 4(2)
Money
. disposal of, when confiscated . .4(3)
Ownership
.
slot machines, re 2
Police officer
. right of search by, re slot
machines 3
.
seizure of slot machines by . .4(1)
Premises
.
search of. for slot machines . 3(1)
Seizure
. slot machines, of, by police
officer 4(1)
Slot machines
. defined 1
.
ownership in 2
Summary Convictions Act
.
applicable to appeals 5
Warrant
.
search of dwelling house, for.. 3 (2)
SMOKE
See Municipal Act; Public Health
(Act
SNARING
See Game and Fisheries Act
SNOW
See Municipal Act; Railways Act
SNOW ROADS AND
FENCES
Snow Roads and Fences
Act, Vol. 4, p. 735.
See also Line Fences Act
Appeal
.
county or district court, to .11(5)
, Line Fences Act to apply to .11(6)
Arbitrators
.
appointment of 10(2)
. duties of 11(3)
. fees payable to H (4)
Assessment Act
.
county council to levy rates under 6
By-laws
.
power of local councils to
make, re fences 10(1)
SNOW ROADS AND
FENCES—Con.
Sec.
Clerk of municipality
.
arbitrator's award filed with 11(5)
Compensation
. alteration or removal of fences,
for 10(2)
Council—See also County councils;
Township councils
. costs of, collected as taxes ..11(1)
County coimcils—See also Council;
Township councils
. levy of rate by, on default of
township 6
.
powers of, re sleighing tracks ... .2
.
provision by, re commutation of
statute labour fund 5(3)
Definition
. vehicle 1
Double track
.
sleighing, for
. .
county council may provide ... .2
. . method of making 3
Enforcement
.
township councils in districts, by 9
Fees
.
payment of, to arbitrators .. .11(4)
Fences
, compensation for alteration or
removal of 10(2)
.
. power of council re 11(1)
.
power of local councils to make
• by-laws re 10(1)
Lands
.
power of local councils to enter
on 12(1)
Line Fences Act
.
application of 11 (6)
Occupant
. deduction of costs from rent 11(2)
0£fence
. hindrance in erection of snow
fence, re 12(4)
Pathmasters
.
appointment of 5(1)
.
powers of, re statute labour . .5(2)
Penalty
.
offences re snow fence, for . . 12(4)
. refusal to perform statute
labour, for 7
. refusal to turn out of wrong
track; for 8
Rent
. costs re fences deductible
from 11(2)
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FENCES—Con.
Right-hand track
.
vehicles to travel in 4
Roadmasters
. appointment of 5(1)
. powers of, re statute labour . .5(2)
Sleighing
. double track in season of 2
Snow fence
. penalties for offences re 12(4)
. power of local councils to
erect 12(1)
. removal of 12(2, 3)
Statute labour
. commutation of fund re 5(3)
. penalty for refusal to perform . . .7
.
powers of pathmasters and
roadmasters re 5(2)
Township councils—See also
Council; County
councils
. application by, re commutation
of statute labour fund 5(3)
. default by, re roads 6
. powers of, in districts 9
Travel
. removal or alteration of fences
which obstruct 10(1)
Vehicles
. defined 1
. travel in right hand track, to ... .4
SOCIETY OF
INDUSTRIAL AND
COST ACCOUNTANTS
OF ONTARIO
See Public Accountancy Act
SOLDIERS
See Municipal Act; Soldiers' Aid
Commission Act; War Veter-
ans Burial Act; Wills Act
SOLDIERS' AID
COMMISSION
Soldiers' Aid Commission
Act, Vol. 4, p. 739.
See also Cemeteries Act; Chil-
dren's Protection Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act
Act
.
application of 8(3)
Agents
. Commission, of 4
SOLDIERS' AID Sec.
COMMISSION—Con.
Agreements
. custody of children, re 12
Allies
. members of forces, of,
assistance to 6(1)
Application
. Act. of 8(3)
Assembly
. member of Commission eligible
as member of 3
Bequests—See also Gifts
. will, by, uncertainty of 8(2)
Branches
. Commission, of 4
Canadian Expeditionary Forces
. assistance to members of 6(1)
Cemeteries Act
. powers of Commission under . .7(2)
Chairman
. Commission, of, documents
signed by 5
Children
. agreement to accept custody of. .12
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
. soldiers, of, aid to 10
Children's Protection Act
. powers and duties of Commis-
sion under 10
Clerks
. Commission, of 4
Commission
.
aid to soldier's children by 10
.
aid to widows by 9
. arrangements with Department
of Education by 13
beneficiary, as, of bequests ...8(2)
. branches of 4
.
children's shelters established by 11
.
continuance of 1
. custody of children by 12
.
execution of documents by 5
. further powers and duties of ... 14
. lands for cemetery purposes
acquired by 7(2)
. members of 2
. . honorary 3
. powers of 6(1, 2, 3)
. .
to administer gfifts 8(1)
.
real property of 7(1)
Commissioner
. supervision
.
.
appointment of 4
documents signed by 5
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COMMISSION—Con.
Conveyance
.
execution of, by Commission ....S
Costs
.
Commission, of 4
Death
.
member, of 2
Department of Education
. arrangements with, re instruc-
tion for incapacitated soldiers. .13
Dependent relatives
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
Devises—See Gifts
Disbursements
.
members, of 3
Documents
. execution of, by Commission ....5
Expenses
. Commission, of, appropriation of 4
Fees
. officers of Commission, of 4
Gifts
. power of Commission to
administer 8(1)
Homes
.
children, for, establishment of . .11
Honorary
.
services of members to be 3
Imperial forces
. assistance to members of 6(1)
Incapacity
. member, of 2
Instruction
. incapacitated soldiers, for 13
Land
. acquiring of, for cemetery
purposes 7 {2)
. gifts of, power of Commission
to administer 8(1)
Legislative Assembly Act
.
member not disqualified under . . .3
Legislatiure
. appropriation of moneys by 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Coiincil
. further powers conferred on
'Commission by 14
.
members appointed by 2
Members
, Commission, of 2
. . honorary 3
Military Hospitals Commission
. assistance to 1
. Commission as branch sub-
-
.
committee of 13
SOLDIERS' AID Sec.
COMMISSION—Con.
Office staff
. Commission, of 4
Officers
. Commission, of 4
Order in Coimcil
. Commission established by 1
Powers
. Commission, of 6(1,2,3)
Real property
. Commission may deal in 7(1)
Retirement
. member, of 2
Salaries
. officers of Commission, of 4
Servants
. Commission, of 4
Shelters
. children's, establishment of ....11
Soldiers
. aid to children of 10
. incapacitated, technical
instruction for 13
. well-being of 14
Soldiers' Aid Commission—See
Commission
Soldiers' Aid Commission Act,
1916
.
aid to widows under 9
Travelling expenses
. members of Commission, of 3
Wages
. officers of Commission, of 4
Widows
. aid to . 9
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
Wives
. bequests administered for
benefit of 8(1)
World War I
. assistance to members of forces
of 6(1)
World War II
. assistance to members of forces
of 6(3)
SOLICITORS
Solicitors Act, Vol. 4, p. 743.
See also Barristers Act; Collec-
tion Agencies Act; Commis-
sioners for taking Affidavits
Act; Creditors' Relief Act; Di-
vision Courts Act; General
Sessions Act; Jurors Act;
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Justices of the Peace Act;
Law Society Act; Magistrates
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Municipal Act; Notaries Act;
Private Detectives Act; Real
Estate and Business Brokers
Act; Trustee Act; Woodmen's
Lien for Wages Act
Actions
. agreements, on, forbidden 55
. solicitors' fees, for
. . prohibited when reference
pending 36(4)
. . prohibited within month of
delivering bill 32(1)
. . . exception bill 37
Agreements
. approval of taxing officer re ... .49
. . court opinion re 50
. change of solicitor during 62
. claims for additional remunera-
tion excluded 53
. clients in fiduciary capacities, by 58
. .
unapproved payments under ..59
. compensation of solicitor re 48
. determination of disputes under. .55
. enforcement, cancellation of ...56
. incapacity of solicitors who are
parties to 61
. solicitors acquiring interests in
litigation 60
. rejection of, by courts 51
. re-opening of 57
. right to costs, effect on 52
. void provisions in 54
Articled clerks
. requirements re lectures,
examinations 10(6)
Barristers
.
admission as solicitors 4, 5,9(1) (c).
-n(l)(6)(i)
. Quebec, from, admission as
solicitors 5
Benchers
.
inquiry re candidates by 12
. power to allow for military
service 9(4)
. power to make rules, etc., re
admission to solicitors 3
Certificates
. admission, of 13(2)
.
annual, neglect to obtain 21
. annual, not required until
November after admission ... .20
.
annual, obtainable when all
fees paid 19
. fitness, of, application for 4
SOLICITORS—Con. Sec.
Certificates
—
Con.
. penalties for practising
without 22, 23
. qualification, of, given by
Society 12
. . filing of 13
. solicitors to obtain annually .... 18
Clients
. agreements by, in fiduciary
capacity 58
. . unapproved payments under ..59
. agreements with, re compensa-
tion 48
. changing solicitor while agree-
ment in force 62
. defined 47(a)
. delivery of security by 64
Contracts of service
. discharge, assignment of 8(2)
. substitution of 8(3)
Courts
. jurisdiction of, re solicitors,
Act not to affect 71
Death
.
solicitor, of, effect on agreement 61
Definitions
. client 47(a)
. mortgage 66
.
rules of the Society 1 (o)
.
services 47(6)
. Society 1 (6)
Director of company
. solicitor as, fees re 69
Fees
. barristers, by, on admission as
solicitors 4(4), 5
.
chargeable re salaried solicitor . . 70
. chargeable when solicitor is
director 69
. chargeable when solicitor is
mortgagee 67, 68
. payable before annual certifi-
cates issued 19
. payable to Crown on admission . . 14
. solicitors'
. .
action where party leaving
Ontario, re 37
. .
bill not taxable where
agreement 63
. . delivery of bill 32
. .
form of application for
reference re 43
. .
order for taxation on
praecipe 33
. .
re taxation of bills 39
. .
taxation after payment 40
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Fees—Con.
.
solicitors'
—
Con.
. . taxation at instance of third
parties 38
. .
taxation ex parte 35
. .
taxation, payment of 36
. . taxing officer may request
assistance 42
. .
when reference re, forbidden . .34
Imprisonment
. practice during, prohibited 25
Law Society Act
.
rules, etc., made under l(o)
. satisfaction of benchers by
certificate under 12
Law Society of Upper Canada
—
See Society
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. approval by, of rules 44
Mortgage
. defined 66
Notice
.
application for certificate of
fitness, of 4(3)
Oath of allegiance
.
required on admission 13(1)
Oath of office
.
required on admission, form
of 13(3)
Ontario Gazette
.
publication of notice in .11(1) (a)
Penalties
.
aiding unqualified persons to
practise 26(2)
. default in paying money received
as solicitor, for 27
. neglect to take annual
certificate, for 21
.
practising while holding certain
offices 28(2), 29
. practising without certificate,
for 22,23
. practising without required
qualifications 6(2), 7, 26(3)
. recovery of 6(3)
Praecipe
.
order for taxation of fees on ... .33
Registrar of the Supreme Court
.
annual list of solicitors to 17
. notice by, re solicitors prac-
tising during year 24
.
notice by, re solicitors struck
from the roll 3'1
.
signature of certificate of
admission by 13(2)
SOLICITORS—Con. Sec.
Regulations
.
powers of Rules Committee
re 44,45
Rules Committee
. power to make rules 44, 45
Rules of the Society
. defined 1(a)
Secretary of the Society
,
annual list of solicitors
furnished by 17
.
roll of solicitors admitted
during month to 15
. .
entry in books re 16, 17
Security
.
acceptance of, for costs 64
Services
. defined 47(b)
Society
. certificate of qualification, etc.,
by 12
. defined 1(b)
. notice of solicitors practising
during year to 24
. . solicitors struck from the
roll, of 31
. recovery of penalties by 6(3)
Students-at-law
. circumstances affecting service of 8
. conditions of admission as
solicitors 9
. military service counted as
service under articles 9(4)
.
requirements re lectures,
examinations lO(fc)
.
term of service, commencement
of 10(a)
Summary Convictions Act
. manner of recovering penalties
under 6(3)
Supreme Court of Ontario
. admission as solicitor by 13
. allowing action re solicitors fees 37
.
determination of disputes under
agreements 55
. jurisdiction over solicitors 2
.
monthly notice re solicitors
admitted by 15
. order to discharge or assign
students' contracts 8(2)
. power to disqualify
solicitors 26(2), 27
. recovery of penalties in,
procedure, re 6(3, 5)
.
re-opening of agreements 57
. solicitors as officers of 2
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Taxation—5e^ Fees
Taxing officers
. approval of agreements by ..49,58
. . requirements of court opinion
re 50
. certificates of, conclusive 43
.
considerations applicable in
taxing 46
. discretion re costs 36(3)
. request for assistance by 42
. taxation ex parte by 35
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties payable to 6(6)
SPORTS
See Athletics Control Act; Gam-
ing Act; Lord's Day (Ontario)
Act; Municipal Act
SPRUCE PULPWOOD
EXPORTATION
Spruce Pulpwood
Exportation Act,
Vol. 4, p. 763.
See also Pulpwood Conservation
Act; Settlers' Pulpwood Pro-
tection Act
Administration
. Act, of, regulations re 2
Exportation
.
pulpwood, of, prohibition
suspended 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations by 2
.
suspension of prohibition re
exportation of pulpwood by . . . . 1
Minister of Lands and Forests
.
recommendation by, re
suspension of prohibition 1
Railway
. lands granted to, prohibition re
exportation of pulpwood 1
Regulations
.
Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 2
Special Act
. lands granted under, prohibition
of exportation of pulpwood by. .1
Spruce pulpwood
. prohibition on exportation of,
suspended 1
STABLES
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act
STADIA Sec.
See Municipal Act
STALLIONS
Stallions Act, Vol. 4, p. 765.
Advertising matter
.
Commissioner to receive copy
of 9(2)
.
requirement of 9(1)
Allowances
. expenses of Board members . .2(4)
.
expenses of inspectors, for 5
Annual report
. Board, by A{g)
Appeal
. right to 8(1)
Appointment
. Board, of 2
. inspectors, of 4(c), 5
Board
. chairman of 2(2)
. composition of 2(1)
. defined l(o)
. duties of 4
. official seal of 3
. reconsideration by 8(1)
. refusal to enrol by 7
Breeding
. evidence of 7
Certificates
. enrolment—see Enrolment
certificates
. official seal on 3
Chairman of Board 2{2)
Commissioner
. Board, on 2(1)
. defined 1(&)
. executive officer and secretary,
as 2(3)
. notice of death to 13
. protesting decision of 8(1)
. receipt of copy of advertising
matter by 9(2)
Death
. notice of 13
Definitions
. Board l(o)
. Commissioner 1 (&)
. inspector 1(c)
. Minister 1 (rf)
Deposit
. notice of protest accompanied
by 8(4)
Enrolment
. conditions precedent to .6
. duties of Board re 4(e)
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Enrolment—Con.
. necessary
. refused . ,
Sec.
Enrolment certificates
. expiry date 9(1)
. issue by Board 4(f)
. production of 11
. regulations re I5(e,h)
Evidence
. satisfactory to Board 7
Executive officer
. Commissioner as 2(3)
Fees
.
payment of 6(c)
. regulations re 1S(/)
Forms
. regulations re lS(/i)
Grades
. regulations re 15(a)
.
stated in advertisement 9(1)
Grading
.
Board, by 4(e)
Handbill
.
requisites for 9(1)
Inspections
.
regulations re 15(b-d)
requirement of 6(6)
.
stallion, of 4(d)
.
times and places for 4(c)
Inspectors
.
allowance for expenses of 5
. appointment of 5
. defined 1(c)
. examination of reports of 4(e)
. recommended by Board 4(a)
.
training of 4(b)
Legislature
.
moneys appropriated by 15(g)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
Board appointed by 2(1)
.
chairman of Board appointed
by 2(2)
fixing of remuneration, etc.,
by
....2(4)
. regulations by IS
Minister
defined 1(d)
direction of Board's duties by. .4(A)
Newspaper notice
. requisites for 9(1)
Notice
death, to Commissioner
. 13
. protest, of 8(1)
.
.
time of filing
.8(3)
STALLIONS—CoH. Sec.
Official seal
. adopted by Board 3
Owners
.
enrolment certificates issued to 4(f)
. right to protest decision of
Board 8(1)
Penalty
. contravention of Act, for 14
Posters
. requisites for 9(1)
Premiums
. regulations re 15(^)
Protest
. notice of 8
Regulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 15
Remuneration
.
fixed by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 2(4)
. inspectors, of 5
Reports
.
examined by Board 4(e)
Secretary
. Commissioner as 2(3)
Stud book
. stallion registered in 6(a)
STANDARD TIME
See Definition of Time Act
STATUTE OF FRAUDS
Statute of Frauds Act,
Vol. 4, p. 769.
See also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Sale of Goods
Act
Actions
.
administrators, against 4
.
ttiird parties, against, re
character references . . . ^ 8
Administrators
.
action against 4
Agreements
.
consideration of marriage, upon . .4
.
lease less than 3 years, for 3
. non-performance of, within
one year 4
.
.
validity of conditions re 5
Consideration
. guarantor, of 6
Contracts
. writing required for 4, 5
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FRAUDS—Con.
Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
. leases, estates or interest as under 2
Deeds
.
assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. leases to be made by 1(2)
Estates
. assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. writing required to create 1(1)
Executors
. action against 4
Exemptions from Act
. leases less than 3 years 3
. trusts of land arising by law .... 10
Guarantors
. action against 4
. consideration of 6
Infants
.
promises of, ratification of 7
Interests in land
. assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
.
writing required to create 1(1)
Leases
.
assignment, granting or
surrendering of 2
. deed required for 1(2)
. less than 3 years, for 3
Liquidated damages
.
promises to pay, liability for 5
Marriage
.
agreement upon consideration of. .4
Memorandum
—
See Writing
Representations
. character, credit, etc., of,
actions re -. 8
Sale of land
. writing required for 4
Trusts
grants and assignments of 11
Trusts of land
. arising by law 10
. declaration or creation of 9
Writing
. required
. . assignment, granting or
surrendering interests in
land, for 2
. . assurance of character,
credit, etc., for 8
. . contracts, for 4,
5
STATUTE OF
FRAUDS—Con.
Sec.
Writing—Con.
required
—
Con.
. creation of estates or interests
in land, for 1(2)
.
creation of trusts of land, for . .9
. guarantee, for 4
. ratification of infant's
promise, for 7
. representation of character,
credit, etc., re 8
. sale of lands, etc., for 4
. trusts granted or assigned, for. .11
STATUTE LABOUR
Statute Labour Act,
Vol. 4, p. 773.
See also Assessment Act; Bur-
lington Beach Act; Firemen's
'Exemption Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Municipal Act;
'Provincial Land Tax Act;
Public Schools Act; Snow
Roads and Fences Act
Adjournment
. sale, of, notice in advertise-
ment of 36(2)
Air force
. member of, exempt from Act 1
Army
. member of, exempt from Act 1
Arrears—See also Default
. forfeiture annulled on payment
of 36(4)
. forfeiture of land to Crown
for 36(2.3)
. interest on 35(5)
. payment of 35(3, 4)
.
return to sheriff for 35(1)
. sale of land for 36(1)
Assessment
. poll tax more than 3(2)
. number of days of statute
labour, re 4(1)
British subjects
.
voters, as 17(2, 3)
By-laws
. abolishing statute labour by 7
. commutation of statute labour,
for 5(1)
. performance of statute labour,
re 4(4)
. poll tax, for 3(1)
Chairman
. landholder's meeting, of 16
.
road commissioner, of 31(1)
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Collector
distress for poll tax by 8(1)
.
poll tax paid by employer to . .3(3)
. poll tax paid to 8(1)
Collector's roll
commutation entered on 10(1)
Commutation
default in payment of 10
money, to secretary-treasurer
. . .32
non-resident owner of
unoccupied land, of 9, 27(2)
road commissioners, to fix ...27(1)
spending of, by road
commissioners 27(1), 28(2)
statute labour, of 5
whole of the township, for 28
Compensation
.
land taken for roads, for 23(3)
Crown
. conveyance of land to 23(4, 5)
. forfeiture of land to 36(3)
Declaration of office
.
road commissioner, of 21
. .
form of Form 2
. secretary-treasurer, of 31(2)
. .
form of Form 2
Default—See also Arrears
. commutation payment, in 10
.
performance of statute labour, in 30
Definitions
. landholder 11(2)
. resident 11(2)
Department of Highways
_.
commutation rate based on
wages of 27(1)
Department of Lands and Forests
.
plan of road filed with 23(2)
Deviations
. road allowances, from 23
Distress
. poll tax, for 8(1)
Employers
.
poll tax paid to collector by . .3(3)
Exemptions
.
armed services personnel, re 1
•
.
firemen, re 2 Note
. students, re 2
Farmer's son
.
liability of, for labour 6(2)
Firemen's Exemption Act
exemptions from Act, re ... .2 Note
Forfeitiure of land
. Crown, to 36
STATUTE LABOUR—Con. Sec.
Forms
.
declaration of office, of .... Form 2
. notice of meeting Form 1
.
notice to perform statute
labour, of Form 4, 5
.
oath of voter, of 20
. return to sheriff, of Form 6
. statute labour book, of Form 3
Inspection
. statute labour book, of 33(4)
Judges
. compensation for land fixed
by 23(3)
Landholders
. defined 11(2)
Landholder's meeting
. chairman of 16
. commutation for township
approved at 28(1)
. failure to call, where 13
.
mode of voting at 17(1)
. notice of 14
. objection to voters at 20
. qualifications of voters at . .17(2,3)
. record of voting at 19
. requisition for 12
. right to hold 11(1)
. secretary for 16
Meetings—See also Landholder's
meeting
. election of new road
commissioners, for 29
Minister of Highways
. charges and costs to 36(4)
. inspection of statute labour
book by 33(4)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. duty of, re forfeiture of land
to the Crown 36(2-4)
. power of, to change qualification
of voters 17(3)
Navy
.
member of exempt from Act 1
Non-resident owner
.
commutation of 9, 27(2)
Notice
. adjourned sale advertisement,
in 36(2)
meeting of landholders, of 14
. form of Form 1
pay commutation, to 34
. form of Form 5
perform statute labour, to 34
.
form of Form 4
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Oath
. voter, of 20
Ontario land surveyor
.
plan of road made by 23(2, 5)
Opening roads
—
See Road
allowances
Overseer
. default in payment of commuta-
tion noted by 10
. road commissioner, as 26(1)
Penalties
. failure to pay poll tax, for ... .8(1)
. failure to perform statute
labour, for 8(2), 30
. payment of, to local treasurer. .8(3)
. recovery of 38
. road commissioner failing to
serve, for 37
Place of performance
. statute labour, of 4(3)
Poll tax
amount of 3(1)
assessment less than 3(2)
by-laws for 3(1)
failure to pay 8(1)
liability for 3
payment of, by employer 3(3)
payment of, to collector 8(1)
Post office
. notice of meeting posted in 14
Provincial Land Tax Act
. forfeiture of land to the Crown
under 36(3,4)
Public schools
. notice of meeting posted in 14
Public Schools Act
.
land in unincorporated township
assessed under 25(4)
Qualifications
.
road commissioner, of 18
voters, of 17(2, 3)
Requisition
. meeting of landholder, for 12
. two or more townships, for . . 12(2)
Residents
. defined 11(2)
Road allowances
. deviations from 23
.
powers of road commissioner
re 23(1)
Road commissioners
. chairman of 31(1)
. commutation fixed by 27(1)
. .
whole township, for 28
STATUTE LABOUR—Con. Sec.
Road commissioners—Con.
. commutation spent by. .27iX),2&{2)
. declaration of office of 21
. election of successors to 29
. failing of, to serve, penalty 3?
. first meeting of 22
.
general powers of 26(3)
. meeting for election of 11(1)
. number of IS
. opening road allowances by 23
. overseer, as 26(1)
. payment for labour of 26(2)
. qualification of 18
. secretary-treasurer of—^see
Secretary-treasurer
. time for statute labour fixed by . .24
. time of election of IS
Sale of land
. arrears, for 36(1)
Schools
. posting of notice of meeting in . . 14
Secretary
. landholder's meeting, for 16
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 31(1)
. commutation money to 32
. declaration of office by 31(2)
.
payment of arrears to 35(3)
. remission to, on payment of
arrears 36(4)
. return to sheriff by 35(1)
. security by 31(2)
. service by, of notice to perform
statute labour 34
. statute labour book kept by 33
Security
. secretary-treasurer, by 31(2)
Separate lots
. statute labour for owner of . . .4(2)
Sheriff
. account of arrears kept by . . .35(2)
. notice by, in advertisement of
adjourned sale 36(2)
. payment of arrears to 35(4)
. return of arrears to 3iS(l)
. sale of land for arrears by . . .36(1)
Statute labour book
. entries in 33(1-3)
. form of Form 3
. inspection of 33(4)
. secretary-treasurer to keep 33
Statute labour fund
. penalties form part of 8(3)
Students
. exempt from Act 2
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Summary Convictions Act
.
recovery of penalties under 38
Townships
.
number of days of statute
labour in 4(1)
. roads of, liability for labour on . . .6
Treasurer—See also Secretary-
treasurer
.
penalties payable to 8(3)
Unincorporated areas
. statute labour in 25(3, 4)
Unoccupied land
. commutation of non-resident
owner of 9,27(2)
Voters
. oath of 20
. objection to 20
(': qualification of 17(2, 3)
Voting
. mode of 17(1)
. record of 19
STATUTES
,
Statutes Act, Vol. 4, p. 789.
I'JSee also Constitutional Questions
Act; Evidence Act; Interpreta-
tion Act; Judicature Act; Pub-
lic Authorities Protection Act
Alteration
. Acts, of 3
Amendment
. Acts, of 3
Citation
.
Acts, of 1
Clerk of the Assembly
.
copies of Act furnished to
King's Printer by 7
.
endorsement of Act, by 4
Commencement
.
Act, of 5(1.2)
Distribution
. King's Printer, by 6
Enacting clauses
. Act. of 2
Endorsements
. Acts, on 4
King's Printer
.
copies of Acts furnished to 7
.
printing and distribution by 6
Legislature
.
dissolution of, endorsement of
date on Act 5(2)
STATUTES—Con. Sec.
Printing
. Acts, of 6
Proclamations
. commencement of Act, re 5(3)
Repeal
. Act, of 3
STATUTORY
DECLARATIONS
See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Registry Act
STEAM BOILERS
Steam Boilers Act,
Vol. 4, p. 791.
'See also Department of Labour
Act; Forest Fires Prevention
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Operating Engineers Act;
Steam Threshing Engines Act
Act
. contravention of, by owner or
manufacturer 10(1)
. . penalties for 10(2)
. penalties under 7
Appeal
.
expenses of 1 1 (2)
. Minister, to . 11(1)
Certificates
. fee for 9(1)
. . penalty for refusal to pay . .9(2)
. issue of, by inspector 9(1)
Chief boiler inspector—5"^^ also
Inspectors
. appointment of 3(1)
report to 3(2)
Construction
. regulations re 2
Costs
.
Minister's discretion re ......11(2)
Definitions
. inspector l(o)
. Minister 1 (6)
. regulations 1(f)
. steam boiler 1 (d)
Department of Insurance
.
inspections by companies
registered with . 3(2)
Designs
. regulations re 2(a)
Fees
. certificate, for 9(1)
'.
. penalty for refusal to pay . . 9(2)
. payable to Treasurer of Ontario. .12
. regulations re 2(d)
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Inspection
. steam boilers, of 3
Inspectors—See also Chief boiler
inspector
. appointment of 1(a)
. certificates issued by 9(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. interest of, in steam boilers
prohibited 4
. oath administered by ........ .8(2)
. oath taken by 5
. obstruction of 7
. right of entry of 6
. refusal to attend before 8(3)
. summoning witnesses bj' 8(1)
Installation
. regulations re 2,{d)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. inspector appointed by ... 1(a), 3(1)
. regulations made by 2
Manufacturers
. contravention of x\ct by,
penalties for 10
Materials
. regulations re 2(6)
Minister
. appeal to, from action of
inspector 11(1)
. boiler insurance companies
employed by Z^I)
. defined , 1(6)
. discretion of, re costs 11(2)
. regulations by ~ 2
Oath
. inspector may administer 8(2)
. inspectors to take 5
Owner
. contravention of Act by,-
penalties for 10
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for .... 10(2)
. default in attending before
inspector 8(3)
= obstructing inspectors 7
. payable to Treasurer of Ontario 12
Piping
regulations re ;
-iia)
Premises
.
inspector's right to enter upon ...6
Regulations -
.
defined ; ^ . . . i 1 (f)
. Minister to reconuaeiid .2
Sale
. regulations re ^{a)
STEAM BOILERS—Cow. Sec.
Steam boilers
. defined l{d)
Tests
. regulations re 2(&)
Treasurer of Ontario
. fees and penalties payable to .... 12
Witnesses
. inspectors to summon 8(1)
. penalties for neglect to attend. .8(3)
STEAM THRESHING
ENGINES
Steam Threshing Engines
Act, Vol. 4, p. 795.
Informer
. portion of, penalty paid to 3
Manufacturers
. provide spark arresters on
machines, to 1
Municipalities
. portion of penalty paid to 3
Operator
. liability of, for spark arresters for 1
Owners
.
liability of, for spark arresters ... 1
Penalties
. portion paid to informer 3
. sale of steam threshing engine,
re 2(1)
. use of steam threshing
engines, re 2(2)
Spark arresters
. penalty for disposing of
engines without 2(1)
. penalty for using engine
without 2(2)
. steam threshing engines
provided with 1
Treasurer of municipality
. proportion of penalty paid to ... .3
STEAMFITTER
See Apprenticeship Act
STILL-BIRTHS
See Vital Statistics Act
STOCK YARDS
Stock Yards Act,
Vol. 4, p. 797. - X
See also Companies Act; Live
Stock and Live Stock Pro-
ducts Act; Public Works Act
Action
. Board, by or against 10
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Assembly
.
annual report laid before 8
Board
.
actions of, not subject to
injunctions, etc 5(4)
.
allowances to members of . . .
.2(6)
. annual report 8
. application of money received
by 9(1)
. appointment of officers of 2(4)
.
approval of, re appointments by
manager 3(2)
.
audit of books and accounts of . . .9
.
borrowing powers of 4(2)
. composition of 2(3)
.
continue as body corporate, to 2(1)
. corporate seal of 2(2)
. defined 1 (a)
. guarantee of securities issued
by 6(1,2)
. manager of stock yard
appointed by 3(1)
. objects of 4(1)
. operation of stock yards, re 12
. powers exercised by 5(1) (6)
.
powers of, under Companies Act 4(3)
. procedure under Public Works
Act followed by 5(3)
. proceedings against 10
. quorum of 2(5)
.
stock yards acquired by ...5(l)(o)
. taxation of property of ill
. vesting of property in 5(2)
Borrowing powers
. Board, of 4(2)
Companies Act
.
Board to have powers under . .4(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
.
deposit of surplus moneys in .
.7(2)
Definitions
. Board 1(a)
land Kb)
. manager 1(c)
. Minister 1(d)
. regulations 1(e)
. securities 1 (/)
Land
. defined 1(6)
Land titles office
. deposit of plan in 5(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. allowances for Board members
set by 2(6)
. approval by
. .
acquisition of stock yards 5(1) (a)
. .
appointments by Board, re .3(1)
STOCK YARDS—Con. Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
—Con.
. approval by
—
Con.
. . assessment of land owned by
Board, re 11
. .
payment out of Live-stock
Improvement Fund 7(3)
. . powers exercised by
Board 5(1)(6)
. . regulations made by Minister. .13
. auditor designated by 9
. authorization by, re guarantee
of securities 6
.
Board appointed by 2(3)
. officers of Board appointed by 2(4)
Live-stock Improvement Fund
. purpose of 7(3)
.
surplus receipts of Board
to form 7(2)
Live-stock markets
.
Board to construct, etc 4(1)
Manager
. defined \(c)
. employees appointed by Z(2)
Minister
.
Board to make annual report to . .8
. defined 1(</)
. payment out of Live-stock
Improvement Fund directed
by 7(3)
. regulations made by 13
Minister of Public Works
.
Board to have powers of . .S(l)(b)
Ontario Stock Yards Board—See
Board
Provincial Auditor
. audit of books and accounts by . . .9
Public Works Act
. Board to follow procedure
under 5(3)
.
powers of Board re 5(1) (6)
Registry office
. deposit of plan in 5(2)
Regulations
. defined 1(e)
. Minister, by 13
Report
.
annual, by Board 8
Securities
. defined 1(f)
Taxation
. property and income of Board,
re 11
Treasurer of Ontario
. auditor to make annual report
to 9
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Treasurer of Ontario
—
Con.
.
guarantee of securities by 6(1)
. payment of surplus money to. .7(2)
STONE
See Highway Improvement Act;
Municipal Act
STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU
See Mercantile Law Amendment
Act; Sale of Goods Act
STORAGE
See Fruit Packing Act; Munici-
pal Act; Unclaimed Articles
Act; Warehousemen's Lien
Act; Warehouse Receipts Act
STRAW
See Municipal Act
STREAMS
See Beach Protection Act; Beds
of Navigable Waters Act;
Bridges Act; Lakes and Rivers
Improvement Act; Municipal
Act
STREET RAILWAYS
See Corporations Tax Act; High-
way Improvement Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Municipal Electric
Railways Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Public Utili-
ties Corporations Act; Rail-
ways Act; Suburban Area De-
velopment Act
STREETS
See Federal District Commission
Act; Highway Improvement
Act; Land Titles Act; Local
Improvement Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Municipal Act;
Power Commission Act; Sub-
urban Area Development Act
STRIKES
See Labour Relations Act
SUBPOENA
See Evidence Act
SUBURBAN AREA Sec.
DEVELOPMENT
Suburban Area Development
Act, Vol. 4, p. 801.
See also Local Improvement Act;
Planning Act
Agreements
Ontario Municipal Board to
approve 6
municipal corporation and
board, between
. extension to suburban area of
municipal service, re 5(a)
. levying annual special rate,
re 5(0
. management, etc., of
mtmicipal service S(rf)
. settlement of disputes, for . . .5(0
. terms of municipal service to
suburban area, re 5 (&)
Board
. defined 1(a)
By-laws
. meetings of suburban service
board 4
. suburban areas, re 2
Debentnres
. approval of township council
required re 10
Definitions
. board 1(a)
. municipal service 1 (b)
. urban municipality 1(c)
Elections
. members of suburban service
board, of 3
Estimates
. annual, by board to township
council 7
Local Improvement Act
. supply of municipal service under. .9
Municipal service
. defined 1(&)
. supply of, under Local Improve-
ment Act 9
Ontario Municipal Board
. agreements approved by 6
Special rate
. township council to levy 8
Suburban service board
. agreements with urban
municipality by 5
. election of 2
. . members of 3
. meetings and officers of 4
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DEVELOPMENT—Cow.
Township council
.
annual estimates submitted to ... .7
. debentures approved by 10
.
special rate levied by .8
.
suburban service board
established by 2
Urban municipalities
. agreements by suburban service
board with 5
. defined 1(c)
SUCCESSION DUTY
Succession Duty Act,
Vol. 4, p. 805.
See also Companies Act; Devolu-
ition of Estates Act; Judicature
Act; Land Titles Act; Pro-
vincial Loans Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Registry Act; Sur-
rogate Courts Act
Act
.
application of 47
Action
.
affecting none of Treasurer's
other remedies 3^5(3)
. evidence and proof in 35(2)
. recovery of duty by 35(1)
Administration
. expense of, no allowance for 2(5) (c)
Adoption Act
. referred to 1 (/) (iii)
Affidavit
. applicant for probate, etc., by,
re inventory, etc 12(2)
. beneficiary, by, re inventory . .12(1)
. dispensing with second 12(3)
Aggregate value
. defined 1 (a)
.
determination of 2(5)
Allowance
. deduction of, re dutiable value 2(5)
. duty paid elsewhere, for 8
Annuities
. valuation of 2(4)
Appeal
. judgment, from 32(9)
. Treasurer's statement, from
.
.
amendment of documents
re 32(10)
. default by Treasurer in . . . .34(1)
. . definition of appellant re . .32(15)
. . enforcement of judgment,
etc., on 32(12)
SUCCESSION Sec.
DUTY—Co«.
Appeal—Con.
. Treasurer's statement, from
—Con.
. extension of time re 32(13)
. filing of documents with
Supreme Court re 32(8)
. neglect by appellant to
pursue proceedings of. 33(1, 2)
. notice of 32(3)
. notice of decision on .....
.32(4)
.
notice of discontinuance by
Treasurer re 34(2)
.
notice of dissatisfaction in.. 32(5)
. payment of duty pending . .32{7)
.performance of service re. .32(14)
. record and proceedings in
Supreme Court re 32(9)
. reply to notice of dissatis-
faction in 32(6)
. security for costs of 32(8)
. security for duty pending . 32(7)
. style of cause 32(11)
. warrant on 33(1, 2)
Appellant
.
defined 32(15)
Beneficial interest
. defined 1(6)
Beneficiaries
. listed in affidavit . . 12(1) (6), (2)(i)
Bonds
. payment of, in duty free
bonds 23(1)
Broker
. providing value of securities 2(1) (a)
Business
. defined 1(c)
. valuation of 2(2)
Canada
. exemption of bequests to ..4(l)(c)
Canadian National Institute for
the Blind
gift to 4(1)(;)
Canadian Red Cross Society
gift to 4(1)0")
Caution
.
registration of, re unpaid duty 19(3)
Child
. defined l(<i)
Civil servants
.
exemption of, from giving
evidence 35(2)
Collection
. duty, of 32(1, 2, 7), 33(1, 2)
. . not covered by judgment . .34(3)
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Commissioner
. application by, to Supreme
Court 26(4)
appointment of 26(1)
. service of 26(2)
powers of 26(3), 21
proceedings before 26(5)
. record of 26(6)
. report by 26(7)
Company
defined l(^)
Concealment
.
property, etc., of, from
investigation 30
Debt
. deduction of, encumbering
different properties 2(5) (6)
. . exception 2(5) (c)
. deduction of, not admitted
. .cannot be realized 2(5) (d)
. . consisting in remuneration to
family members, re . . . .2(5) (e)
. . covered by limitation, re. 2(5) (^)
. . dubious, re 2(5) (/)
reimbursement of 2(5) (a)
Definitions
. aggregate value 1(a)
. appellant 32(15)
. beneficial interest 1(6)
. business 1 (c)
. child Krf)
. company 1 (^)
. disposition 1(/)
.
dutiable value -^.^ - 1(</)
. executor 1(A)
. interest in expectancy l(t)
. member of the family !(/)
. money 1 (i)
. passing on the death 1 (/)
. person to whom a disposition
is made 1 (m)
. person to whom there is a
transmission 1 (n)
. property in respect of which a
disposition is made l(o)
. property passing on the death
of the deceased 1(/)
. regulations 1 (g)
. security 1 (r)
. transmission l(j)
. Treasurer 1 (/)
Deposit box
. access to 10(1)
Deputy Provincial Treasurer
.
delegation of powers to 42
SUCCESSION
DUTY—Con.
Sec.
Destruction
. property, etc., of, re investigation 30
Discharge
. certificate of, by Treasurer 39
Disposition
. defined 1(/)
. valuable consideration, for . . . 19(4)
. value of ...2(1) (6)
Docimients
. amendment of, in court 32(10)
. destruction, etc., of, re
investigation .30(rf)
. filed with Supreme Court oil
appeal 32(8)
. production of
. . commissioner, to 26(3)
. . investigator and Treasurer,
to 25(4), 29
Dower
. deemed property passing on
death l(/)(xi)
Dutiable value
. defined 1 (y)
. determination of 2(5)
Education
. allowance for 4(1) (/)
Encumbrances
. allowance for 2(5)
Evidence
. order by court to take 26(4)
Executor
defined 1(A)
duty of
. holding of money, re 24(3)
. preservaticm of records, re ... .37
securing duty on transfer ... .24(1)
. penalty for default of 24(2)
Exemption from duty
disposition, of
. affording income of $1(X) and
less Hf)U)(k)
. made more than 5 years
before death 4(1) (^)
. necessaries, etc., to family
member, for 4(1) (/)
. religious, etc., purposes,
for .....4(l)(o)
. religious, etc., purposes in
and out of Ontario, for 4(1) (c)
. United Kingdom, etc., to. .4(1) (*)
. value of $500, to 3(c)(i)
pensions, etc., of, to family
member 4(1)(A)
periodic payment, etc, of to
dependents
.4(1) (t)
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DUTY—Con.
Sec.
Exemption from duty
—
Con.
property, of
. affording income of $100
or less 2(d,j,k)
. bequeathed to certain
institutions 4(1) (;)
. devised to United Kingdom,
etc 4(1)(^)
. insurance, from 3(/f)
.
religious, etc., organizations,
to, outside Ontario . . . .4(1) (ife)
. religious, etc., purposes,
for 4(1)(6)
.
religious, etc., purposes in and
out of Ontario, for 4(1) (d)
. value of $500, to 3(o)(i)
. value of $1,000 passing to
employees, to 3(,g)
religious organizations, re,
throughout Canada 4(3)
transmission, of
. affording income of $100
and less 2(e)U)(k)
. . value of $500 and less,
to Hb)(i)
Expectancy
—
See also Interest
. interest in, time for payment of
duty re
...15(3,5,6)
Expenses
. administration, etc., of, no
allowance for 2(5) (c)
False statements
. penalty for 38
. prohibition to make 36
Fees
. allowance for solicitor's, etc. ..2(5)
Financial journals
. providing value of securities 2(1) (a)
Financial reports
.
providing value of securities 2(1) (c)
Fines and Forfeitures Act
.
referred to 45
Funeral expenses
. allowance for 2(5)
Income Tax Act (Canada)
. referred to 2(2)
Insurance Act
. referred to 3(/»)
Insurance moneys
.
deemed property passing on
death l(^)(iii-vi)
Interest
. duty, on
. .
annuities in expectancy, re. . 16(4)
SUCCESSION
DUTY—Con.
Sec.
Interest
—
Con.
duty, on
—
Con.
. annuities, re 16(2)
. payable immediately 16(1)
. property in expectancy, re. .16(3)
excess of security, on 14(2)
pre-payments, on 20
Interest in expectancy
. defined 1 («)
Inventory
. applicant for probate, etc.,
by 12(2)(a)
. beneficiary, by 12(1) (a)
Investigation
. action against persons
conducting, no 28(4)
. duty, re 25,26,27
.
duty to answer and produce,
at 28(1)
. duty to give evidence at 28(2)
. person privileged in, no 28(3)
Investigator
. appointment of
.25(2)
. . service of 25(3)
. powers of 25(4), 27
Joint property
. deemed property passing
on death ^(P)(i)
.
payment of joint accounts 9(3)
Judicature Act
. referred to 45
Land Titles Act
. referred to 19(4)
Levy of duty
. disposition after June 30, 1892,
on 5(c)
. disposition after 'March 7, 1939,
on Sid)
. exemption from—see Exemp-
tion from duty
.
exonerated persons, re 7(1)
. .
when death occurred before
April 5, 194^ 7(2)
. property in Ontario, on 5(a)
. transmission, on 5(6)
Liability
. duty and interest, for 11(1, 2)
Lien
.
property, on, for unpaid duty 19(1)
. . disposition, re 19(2)
. .
exception 19(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. designation of officers by, to
receive information 43(2)
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DUTY—Con.
Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Coxincil
—Con.
. extension of time for payment
of duty by 21
. overpaid duty refunded by 22
. regulations by 44
. rules by, re valuation of
annuities 2(4)
Limitation
. Treasurer's claims, of 41
Limitations Act
referred to 2(5)(g), 48
Marriage
. irrelevance of, re disposition
..1(f)
Member of the family
.
defined 1 (/)
Money
. defined l(k)
.
disposition of, value . . . .2(l)(&)(ii)
Notice
. decision, of, by Treasurer . . . .32(4)
. discontinuance, of, by
Treasurer 34(2)
. Treasurer, to
. . appeal, re S2(3)
. . dissatisfaction with decision,
j-e 32(5)
. . payment of insurance moneys,
re 9(2)
. . payment out of joint deposit,
re 9(3)
Officers
. entitled to receive
information ~^{2, 3)
Ontario
. exemption of bequests to . . .4(1) (^)
Passing on the death
. defined 1(1)
Pa3mient
. duty free bonds, in 23(1)
. executors, etc., by 24(1, 3)
. persons exonerated from,
re 7(l)(&)(iii),7(2)
. Treasurer, to 11(3)
Penalties
. contravention, for
. . access to safetv deposit box,
re 10(2)
. . disposal of deceased's
property, re 9(4)
. default, for
. . deducting duty, in 24(2)
. . disclosing property, in 13
. . submitting affidavit, in 12(4)
. destruction, etc., of property,
etc., for 38
SUCCESSION
DUTY—Con.
Sec.
Penalties
—
Con.
false statements, for 38
information to unauthorized
persons, for 43(4)
neglect, for
. answer or give evidence, to . . .38
. furnish material, to 38
. hold property, to 38
. preserve records, to 38
remission of 45
Person to whom a disposition is
made
.
defined 1(m»)
Person to whom there is a
transmission
. defined 1 («)
Preservation
. records, of, by executors, etc. . . .37
Property
. destruction, etc., of, re
investigation 30(a-c)
Property in respect of which a
disposition is made
. defined 1 (o)
Property passing on the death of
the deceased
annuity as 1 (^) (ii)
. dower as 1 (^) (xi)
insurance moneys as .... l(/»)(iii-vi)
. property held jointly as . . . .l(/>)(i)
property under disposition
since July 1, 1892, as . . 1 (/») (ix, x)
. property under general power
of appointment as l(^)(vii)
. property under settlement
as 1 (^) (viii)
Public Revenue Act
. referred to 24(3)
Rate of duty
. property, on, passing to
. . lineal ancestors and
collaterals 6(2, 4)
. . next of kin 6(1,4)
. . strangers 6(3, 4)
. property, re, to persons
exonerated from 7(l)(&)(i)
. transmission, etc., re, to person
exonerated from 7(1) (6) (ii)
Registry Act
.
referred to 19(4)
Reg^ulations
. defined l(q)
. power to make 44
Remission
. duty, of 46
. penalties, of 45
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DUTY—Co«.
Remuneration
.
allowance for, due to family
members 2(5) (e)
Scale
—
See Rate of duty
Secrecy
. duty of officers, re 43(1)
Secretary of State of Canada
. approval by, re exemption. .4(1) (/)
Securities
. defined l(r)
. distribution of, if no specific
bequest 23(2)
. valuation of 2(2)
. value of 2(1) (a)
Security
. costs of appeal, for 32(8)
. duty, for 14(1)
. . interest on excess of 14(2)
. . pending appeal 32(7)
Service
. performance of, in appeal . . .32(14)
Sheriff
. warrant by Treasurer to . . .33(1,2)
Statement
.
Treasurer, by, re duty 32(1)
Stock exchange
. providing value of securities 2(1) (a)
Succession Duty Act, 1934
. referred to 49
Succession Duty Amendment Act
. referred to 49
Supreme Court
. appeal in—see Appeal
. taking of evidence by 26(4)
Surtax
.
levy and rates of 6(4)
Tax
.
disregard of, in valuing
securities, etc 2(2)
Time
. extension of, in appeal 32(13)
. notice of appeal, for 32(3)
. notice of dissatisfaction, for . .32(5)
. payment of duty on appeal,
for 32(7)
Transmission
. defined l(s)
. value of 2(1) (c)
Treasurer
.
affidavit of inventory filed with . . 12
. appointment of commissioner
by 26(1)
. . service of 26(2)
SUCCESSION
DUTY—Con.
Sec
Treasurer—Con.
. appointment of investigator
by 25(2)
. service of 25(3)
collection of duty by—see
Collection
consent of
. access to safety deposit box,
re 10(1)
. disposal of deceased's
property, re 9(1)
defined 1(/)
delegation of powers by 42
determination by, of purpose
of devise 4(2)
direction by, to hold property,
etc 31(1)
. effect of 31(2)
. modification of 31(3)
enquiry by, re duty 25(1)
exemption of, from giving
evidence 35(2)
furnishing of material, etc., to . . .29
limitation of claims of 41
notice by and to—see Notice
period of examination fixed by,
re religious, etc.,
organizations 4(l)(c,d)
.
powers of, re investigation 25(4), 27
.
proceeding in appeal—see
Appeal
.
receiver of duty 11(3)
. requiring payment of duty-free
bonds 23(1)
.
statement of duty and service
by 32(1.2)
. unconditional right of, to proceed 40
Trustee
. deduction of duty by, on
transfer 24(1)
. . penalty for default 24(2)
. duty of
.
.
holding of money, re 34(3)
. . preservation of records, re . . . .37
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland
.
exemption of bequests to . .4(1) (*)
Valuation
annuities, of 2(4)
business, of 2(2)
property under disposition, of. .2(3)
. consideration, re 2(3) (t)
.
encumbrance, re 2(3) (a)
securities, of 2(3)
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Value
. disposition, of 2(1) (6)
. . enjoyment, re 2(l)(6)(iv)
. . money, re 2(l)(&)(ii)
. . property sold at lifetime,
re 2(l)(&)(i)
. . remission of debt, re. .2(1) (6) (iii)
. security, of 2(1) (a)
. transmission, of 2(1) (c)
Warrant
. Treasurer, by, for duty and
costs 33(1,2)
Witnesses
. commissioner's power to call 26(3)
SUMMARY CONVICTIONS
Summary Convictions Act,
Vol. 4, p. 847.
See also Cemeteries Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Dentistry
Act; Highway Traffic Act;
Judicature Act; Justices of the
'Peace Act; Master and Ser-
vant Act; Woodmen's Em-
ployment Act
Act
. application of 2
Address
. registration of, at Department
of Highways 4(7) (a, b)
. summons sent by post to 4(2)
Appeal
. conviction or order of justice,
from 12(1)
. costs awarded by judge on . . . 12(3)
. granting of certiorari on 12(2)
. transcription of evidence
required for
. .8(2) (6)
Attorney-General for Canada
. appeal instituted by 13(1)
. . costs re 13(4)
Attorney-General for Ontario
. appeal instituted by 13(1, 2)
. . costs re 13(4)
Bail
. period of, not deemed
imprisonment 14
.
police officers may take 10(1)
. . eflFect of 10(2)
Bond
. justice may require 7(3)
British North America Act
(Imperial)
.
appeal re construction of .... 13(1)
SUMMARY Sec.
CONVICTIONS—Con.
Certiorari
. granting of where defendant
appeals 12(2)
Clerk of the peace
.
return of convictions to 8(1)
. transcription of evidence
required by 8(2) (c)
Conviction
.
costs allowed to be stated in . .6(3)
. enforcing, after decision of
Court of Appeal 12(3)
. return of, to clerk of peace . . . .8(1)
Costs
. action brought by Attorney-
General, re 13(4)
. effect of giving time for payment. .5
judge may award, on appeal . . 12(3)
.
limitation on, re counsel fee . . .6(5)
payment of defendant's 6(2)
. payment of prosecutor's 6(1)
. recovery of 6(3)
penalty, where no 6(4)
Counsel fee
limitation of, re costs 6(5)
Court of Appeal
appeal to 13(1,2)
enforcement of order by 13(3)
Criminal Code (Canada)
application of 3
Defendants
payment of costs of 6(2)
Definitions
. justice 1
Department of Highways
address registered with 4(7) (a, 6)
Distress
costs recoverable by 6(4)
Documents
valid when not sealed U
Evidence
transcription of 8(2)
Execution
.
search warrant, of 9(2)
Fines
time for payment of, effect of .5
Forms
. information, of Form 1
search warrant, of Form 2
Highway Traffic Act
.
summons for violation of 4(5)
persons resident outside
Ontario, to 4(6)
Imprisonment
. commencement of term of 14
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CONVICTIONS—Con.
Information
. form of Form 1
Judicature Act
.
application of 3(2)
Justice
.
appeal from conviction or
order of 12(1)
.
defined 1
. discretion of, re costs 6
. disposition of seized articles
by 9(3)
. security required by 7(3)
. sentence by. during suspension 7(2)
.
suspended sentence awarded
by 7(1)
Justice of the peace
search warrant issued by ... .9(1)
Magistrate
.
extension of time for service
by 4(10)
Order
. costs allowed to be stated in 6(3)
Payment
. time for, re penalties, etc 5
Penalties
, time for payment of, effect of . . 5
Police officer
. record of recognizance
taken by 10(3)
. returns by, re recognizances 10(4)
. taking of bail by 10(1)
Prosecutor
.
payment of costs of 6(1)
Recognizance
. record by police officer of . . . 10(3)
. returns by police officers re 10(4)
. taking of, by police officer . . 10(2)
Returns
. justice by, re convictions
or orders 8(1)
. police officers, by, re
recognizances 10(4)
Seal
affixing of, unnecessary 11
Search warrant
. disposition of articles seized
under 9(3)
. execution of 9(2)
. form of Form 2
. issue of 9(1)
Sentence
. justice during suspension, by 7(2)
SUMMARY Sec.
CONVICTIONS—Con.
Service
. mail or personal 4(1)
.
personal, of summons 4(7)
.
summons of, by post on
non-appearance 4(4)
. time for 4(5,9)
. . extension of 4(10)
Service by post
. proof of sending, re 4(11)
Summons
addressing of 4(2)
limitation re time for service 4(5,9)
.
extension re 4(10)
non-appearance on 4(3)
service of 4(1)
service of, by post
. non-appearance, on 4(4)
.
proof of sending 4(11)
violation of Highway Traffic
Act, for 4(5)
persons resident outside
Ontario 4(6)
Supreme Court
appeal from decision of, on
stated case 13(1)
. stated case heard by judge of 3(2)
Suspended sentence
.
justice may award 7(1)
SUMMER RESORTS
See Resorts
SUNDAY
See Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Liquor
'Control Act; Lord's Day (On-
tario) Act; Pawnbrokers Act;
Railways Act
SUPERANNUATION
See High Schools Act; Public
Schools Act; Public Service
Act; Teachers' Superannuation
Act; Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act
SUPREME COURT
See Extra-judicial Services Act;
•Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; ^Mental Hospitals Act
SUPREME COURT OF
CANADA
See Dominion Courts Act
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SURETY Sec.
See Interpretation Act; Mercan-
tile Law Amendment Act
SURGEONS
See Physicians and Surgeons
SURROGATE COURTS
Surrogate Courts Act,
Vol. 4, p. 857.
See also County Courts Act;
County Judges Act; De-
pendants' Relief Act; Infants
Act; Judicature Act; Mental
Hospitals Act; Public Officers
Act; Succession Duty Act:
Trustee Act; Wills Act
Abode
affidavits re 32(1), 33, 34
9(1)
Absoice
. judges, of
Accounts
. administrators, of 62, 72, 73
. approval of, eflfect of 72(1)
. executor as trustee, of 71
. executors, of 62, 72, 73
. guardians, of 62, 72
. passing of 72
Actions
. app>ointment of administrators
while pending 51
. bonds, on 61
. claims against estates,
re 67(6),<)6(4)(a)
. claims exceeding $800, re . . . .67(6)
. grants of administration, after . . .53
. legacies, re, prohibited in
surrogate courts 21
Administration
actions re 51
applications for, in more than
one court 42
copies of certificates re 50
defined 1 (a)
effective throughout Ontario . . .27
estates of small value, in 74
grant of
. jurisdiction re 24
. non-residents, to 22
. persons other than next of
kin, to 35,36
. temporary 36
. where deceased had no fixed
abode in Ontario Zi
. where deceased resided
in Ontario 32(1)
SURROGATE
COURTS—Con.
Sec.
Administration
—
Con.
. granted without jurisdiction,
effect of 26
. inventories re 55
. judges' applications re 25
.
notice re applications for 38, 40, 41
.
personal estate, of 54
.
persons other than next of
kin, by 72(10)
. powers of courts re 20
. provisions for 52
. resealing of letters of 75
returns re grants, revocations of 18
. stay of proceedings re ...34,42(1)
. valuation of estates for ...32(4,5)
. vesting of rights by grant of . . .53
. were infant is sole executor . .48,49
Administrators
accounts of 62, 72, 73
appointment of 52
. pending actions 51
fees payable by, on increased
valuation 56
filing claims with 70(1)
rights of 53
security required of 58
. amount of 60
. cancellation of 65, 66
. exemptions from 59
. insufficiency of 63
. substitution of 64
temporary 36
trust company as 52(4)
AfBdavit
. place of abode of deceased,
re 32(1), 33
. . conclusiveness of 34
. verifying claims 67(2), 68(2), 70(1)
Appeals
. Official Guardian, by 31(2)
. orders made on taking
accounts, from 72(4)
. orders re claims, from 68(7,8)
. surrogate courts, from .31
Applications
. administration, for
. . affidavits re abode on 32(1), 33, 34
. . certificates re 39
. . more than one court, to 42
. . notice re 38, 40, 41
. . persons other than next of
Icin, by 35, 36
. claimants against estates,
by 67(2-6), 68(2)
. directions, for, re claims .68(2,4)
judges, by 25
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Applications
—
Con.
.
probate, for
affidavits re abode on 32(1), 33, 34
certificates re 39
more than one court, to 42
notice re 38, 40, 41
wills of members of
forces, mariners, of 32(2)
. removing accounting to
Supreme Court, for 72(6)
.
two or more surrogate
courts, to 42
Attorney-General for Ontario
. requests re appointment of
judges 9(1)
Bonds
. administrators, by 58
amount of 60
assignment of 61
cancellation of 65, 66
exemptions from 59
insufficiency of 63
substitution of 64
Caveats
.
duties of registrars re 44
.
lodging of 43
. .
common form business, as . .1(&)
Claims against estates
. applications re 67(2-6), 68(2)
.
barring of 67(2), 68(2), 70(2)
. contestation of 67, 68, 69
.
divisions courts, in 67(3, 7)
. effect of Limitations Act on ....70
. enforcement of 67(13, 14)
. notice of 67(1), 68(1), 70(1)
. surrogate courts
in 67 (2, 6, 7), 68(2, 4, 5)
Commissions
.
issue of, re claims . .67(9, 12), 68(6)
Common form business
. defined 1(6)
Constitution
.
courts of record, as 2
Contempt of court
.
punishment for 6
Costs
. hearing of claims,
re 67(7,8, 12), 68(6)
.
judge's discretion re, when
proceedings stayed 34
County
. defined 1(c)
Coxmty court
. questions of facts tried by
jury in 28(1)
SURROGATE
COURTS—Con.
Sec.
Court of Appeal
. appeals to 31
Definitions
. administration l(o)
. common form business 1(b)
. county 1(c)
. matters and causes
testamentary 1(d)
.
members of the forces 32(3)
. will 1(e)
Division court
. hearing of claims in 67(3,7)
Evidence
. claims, re 67(9-12), 68(6)
. commission, by 67(9), 68(6)
. de bene esse 67(10), 68(6)
. rules of 7
Examinations
. evidence de bene esse,
re 67(10), 68(6)
. procuring persons for 29(2)
Executors
accounts of 62,71,72,73
cancellation of security of .65,66
cessation of rights of 47
fees payable by, on increased
valuation 56
filing claims with 70(1)
infants as 48
jurisdiction of court re 46
lack or default of 52
renouncement by 57
.
rights of, after grant of
administration 53
.
trustees, as 71
Experts
. appointment of, re passing
accounts 72(11)
Fees
applications of judges, re 25
calculation of 77
continuation in force of 78(2)
copies of wills, etc., for 50
depositing wills with
registrars, re 16
estates of small value, re 74
hearing of claims, re 67(7, 8)
increased valuation after
grants, re 56
judges acting during absence,
illness, of 9(2)
manner of payment of 76
prohibitions on regis'trars, re ... 19
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Forms
. bonds, of 58
. existing, to remain in force . .78(2)
. judges' oath of office, of 10
. prescribed by Rules
Committee 78(l)(d)
. registrars' oath of office, of 13
Government of Ontario
.
security not required of 59
Guardians
- accounts of 62, 72(1, 2)
. security by 62
. . insufficiency of 63
.
.
substitution of 64
Guardianship
. estates of small value, re 74
Infants
. claims affecting interests of 67(4)
. executors, as 48
Inventories
. making of 55
Judges
absence, vacancy in office of 9
appointment, removal of 8
applicants for probate,
administration, as 25
assistance to, re accounts . . .72(11)
bonds by 58
assignment of
.
. 61
.
exemptions from 59
. powers re 60
county court, vacating
judgeship .-.
. 9(3)
directions of, re registrar's
office 15
oath of office of 10
powers of 7, 1
1
additional security, re 63
direction re claims, re '. . .68(4-6)
passing accounts, re 72(3-5)
questions of fact, re 28
security from non-residents, re 22
wills of members of forces,
re 32(2)
preside at sittings 4
stay of proceedings by .34,42(1)
Judicature Act
.
courts' powers subject to 20
Jurisdiction
.
surrogate courts, of 20,24,34
Jury
.
trial of questions of fact by ... .28
Legacies
surrogate courts not to
entertain actions re 21
SURROGATE
COURTS—Con.
Sec.
Letters of verification
. deemed probate 75(2)
Lieutenant-Governor
. approval of seals by 3
. persons appointed to swear
in judges 10
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of registrars by . . . 12
. appointment, removal of
judges by 8
. apportionment of fees by . . .74(5)
. approval of rules by ....32(6), 78
. directions of, re judgeships . .9(3)
. requirements by, re security
of registrars 14
Limitations Act
. application of, re claims 70
Mariners
. evidence re wills of 32(2)
Matters and causes testamentary
. defined 1(d)
Members of the forces
. defined 32(3)
evidence re wills of 32(2)
Mental Hospitals Act
accounts re patients in
institutions under 72(8)
. patients in institutions
under, protected 66
Next of kin
absence from Ontario of 36(1)
. administration by persons
other than 72(10)
.
residence of, outside Ontario . . .35
Notarial wills
- admission to probate of 37
Notice
applications for probate,
administration, re 38, 40, 41
applications of claimants
against estates, of . . .67(4), 68(3)
claims against estates,
of 67(1), 68(1), 70(1)
contestation of claims,
of 67(1), 68(1)
taking of accounts, re ... 72(7-10)
taking of evidence de bene
esse, re 67(10), 68(6)
Oath
. inventories, re 55(1,2)
. judges, of 10
. registrars, of 13
Offices
registrars, of 15, 16
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Official Guardian
.
appeals re claims, in 68(7, 8)
.
notice to
before cancelling security 66
claims, of 67 (4), 68(3)
. .
taking of accounts, re 72(8)
.
rights re appeals 31(2, 3)
Personal estate
.
administration of 54
Powers
. contempt of court, re 6
. enforcing judgments, issuing
process, re 5
procuring documents, examining
persons, re 29
Probate
. actions re 51
. applications for, in more than
one court 42
. eflfective throughout Ontario . . .ZJ
. estates of small value, in 74
. grant of
. . non-residents, to 22
. . where deceased had no fixed
abode in Ontario 33
. . where deceased resided in
Ontario 32(1)
. granted without jurisdiction,
effect of 26
.
inventories re 55
. judges re applicants for 25
. jurisdiction re granting 24
.
notarial wills, of 37
. notice re applications for 38, 40, 41
. powers of courts re 20
. renouncement of, by executors . .57
. resealing of 75
. returns re grants of, revocations 18
. revocation of 45
. stay of proceedings re ...34,42(1)
.
valuation of estates for .32(4,5)
. wills of members of forces, etc.,
of, when witnesses not
available 32(2)
Procedure
.
surrogate courts, in 7
Provincial Boards
. security not required from 59
Provincial Commissions
. security not required from 59
Public Officers Act
.
application of re security 14
Public Trustee
.
notice to
. . before cancelling security 66
. . taking of accounts, re . .72(8-10)
SURROGATE Sec.
COURTS—Co«.
Registrar
.
appointment of 12
.
certificates from Supreme Court
transmitted to 39
.
copies of wills, certificates re
administration available from.. 50
.
delivery of inventories to . .55(1,2)
. fees of, re hearing of claims . .67(7)
. filing of claims with . .67(2), 68(2).
70(1)
.
judgments certified to 30(3)
. lodging of caveats with 43,44
.
notice of applications transmit-
ted to Supreme Court by 36
. oath of office of 13
. offices of 15
. depository for wills, as 16
.
payments to, on increased
valuation 56
. preservation of wills, papers by .17
.
prohibition re drawing wills,
giving advice for fees 19
. returns to Supreme Court by ... .18
.
security by 14
Registrar of the Supreme Court
.
certificate of, re
applications 39,42(1)
examination of notices by 41
. filing of notices by 40
. lodging of caveats with 43,44
.
notice of applications for pro-
bate, administration to 38
. returns to 18
.
transmission of Supreme Court
judge's order to surrogate
courts by 42(4)
Regulation
. Rules Committee, by 32(6), 78
Resealing
. documents, of 75
Rules
. continuation in force of 78(2)
Rules Committee, by . .32(6), 78(1)
Rules Committee
.
powers of 32(6), 78(1)
Seals
. courts, of 3
Security—See also Bonds
.
additional 63
cancellation of 65, 66
.
exemptions from requirements re 59
.
granting probate to non-
residents, re 22
.
insufficiency of 63
. order sua spotite re 63(2)
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Security—Con.
. registrars, of 14
. requirements re 58
. resealing, re 75(4)
. substitution of 64
. temporary administrator, of . .36(2)
Security for costs
. actions removed to Supreme
(Court, re 30(2)
Sittings
surrogate courts, of 4
Stay of proceedings
. applications in two or more
courts, re 42(1)
Style
. surrogate courts, of 2
Succession Duty Act
.
registrar to draw papers re . .74(1)
Supreme Court of Ontario
. directions of, re bonds 58
. jurisdiction of, re applications in
two or more surrogate courts. .42
. leave of, to appeal re claims 68(7)
. passing approved accounts in 72(1)
. powers of, possessed by
surrogate courts 5, 7
. practice and procedure of, applies 7
removal of accounting
proceedings to 72(6)
. removal of proceedings to 30
. rules of, to apply re commis-
sions, examinations 67(12), 68(6)
Sureties
. administrators, for 58
Testamentary instruments
. preservation of 17
. production of 29
Treasurer of Ontario
. consent by, re speedy issue of
probate, etc 32(5)
Trust company
. administrator, as 52(4)
Trustee
. assignee of bond as 61
. executor as 71
Valuation
. estates, of 32(4, 5)
Wills
. actions re 51
. copies of 50
. defined 1(e)
. deposit of, with registrar 16
. disputes re 45
SURROGATE
COURTS—Con.
Sec
Wills—Con.
. members of forces or mariners,
of 32(2)
. notarial, admission to probate of 37
. powers of courts re 20
. preservation of 17
. proof of, in solemn form 45
. registrar's drawing or giving
advice re 19
Wills Act
. resealed wills conforming to,
eflFect 75(3)
Witnesses
. attendance of, where claims
contested 67(11), 68(6)
. wills of soldiers, mariners, etc.,
of 32(2)
SURVEYOR-GENERAL
5"^^ Mining Act; Public Lands
Act
SURVEYORS
See Land Surveyors Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act; Munici-
pal Act; Surveys Act
SURVEYS
Surveys Act, Vol. 4, p. 881.
See also Judicature Act; Land
Surveyors Act; Land Titles
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Planning Act; Public
Lands Act; Public Works Act;
Registry Act
Abutment
one side of closed road
allowance, on 11(6)
Abutting lands
. owners of—see Adjoining
owner
Adjacent concession
.
grant of land in 31
. rear boundary of 28
Adjoining owner
. road allowance, to 11(4-10)
Aliquot part
. lot, of 29(3)
. section, of 29(1)
Allowance
—
See Road allowance
Alternate lines
. concession with 27
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Angles—5"?^ also Front angles
. adjacent section corner, of 30
.
boundary line of concession,
with, governing line re..21(l)(6)
.
examination for evidence of 7
. line in front of concession,
with, governing line re..21(l)(c)
.
monuments for municipal lot
lines at 15
.
side lines only surveyed, where . .34
.
subdivision plan boundaries, of . . 12
Application
. Act, of, to re-survey of front
angles 19(6,7)
. municipal lot lines survey, for . . IS
. subpoena, for 8(1)
. township boundary survey, for.. 13
.
township concession road line
survey, for 14(1)
.
township side road line survey,
for 14(1)
Apportionment
. road allowances to adjoining
owners, of 11 (5-8)
Assistants
.
oath of 5
. trespass by 6
Astronomic course
. aliquot part of lot, re 29(3)
. boundary line of concession,
of governing line re ... .21(1) (o)
.
governing line, of 23
. location of section corners, for . .30
. side line in section or block, of . .22
Astronomic observation
. true bearing of subdivision
plan, of 12(2)
Attachment
. failure to answer subpoena, for 8(3)
Bearings
.
subdivision plan, of 12(2)
Blocks—See Section
Boundary
.
aliquot part of lot, of 29(3)
. broken, of concessions 25, 28
.
examination for evidence of .7,8
. special, for municipal survey 16(3)
.
subdivision plans, of 12
Boundary lines
. governing line for division lines
of concession lots, as 21, 22
. true and unalterable ... .9, 10, 11(1)
Broken front
. concession with 25, 28
Buildings
.
entry of surveyor in 6(2)
By-laws
. costs of township boundary
survey, re 13
Certification
.
subdivision plan, of 12(4)
Chains
. checking of 4(2)
Chairman
. oath of 5
Common
.
true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Companies
.
original surveys by 11(1)
Concession
. alternate lines only, with 27
. broken front, with 25, 28
, double fronts, with 26-28
. single row front, with 24
Concession lines
. location of section corners, for. .30
re-survey of 19(2, 8)
.
true and unalterable. .9(1), 10, 11(1)
Concession lots
.
astronomic course of governing
line for 23
.
governing lines for division
lines of 21, 22
Concession road lines
.
monuments on 14
Conveyance
.
adjoining owner, to 11(9,10)
County coimcil
.
application by, for monuments
on township boundaries 13
Crown grants
.
original survey of 10
Crown land
.
covered by water not
included 29(4)
Definitions
.
Department l(fl)
Minister 1(&)
.
regular lot I(rf)
.
surveyor 1 (0
true and unalterable boundaries,
of 9,10,11(1)
.
true bearing of line l(^)
.
unbroken lot 1 (^)
.
undisputed angle U/)
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Department
. defined 1(a)
. standard measure deposited
with 4(1)
Department of the Interior of
Canada
. surveys in Rainy River District
under 32
Division lines
. aliquot parts, of 29
. alternate concession lines only,
where 71
. astronomic course of governing
line for 23
. broken front concessions, of ....25
. concession front re single row
of posts, where 24
. double front concessions, of . .26-28
. governing line for concession
lots, as 21(2-4)
. governing lines for, re conces-
sion lots 21, 22
. lands abutting closed road
allowance, for 11 (7)
Documents
filing of 7(3)
Dominion lands system
. re-survey in townships under . . .33
Double fronts
. concession with 26-28
Encumbrances
. land abutting closed road
allowance, on 11(8)
Evidence
. subpoena issued for .... r-r-: 8
. surveyor to examine for 7
Examination
standard measure, of 4(1)
Exceptions
.
governing lines for sections,
re 22(2,3)
Executive Governments
original surveys under 9, 10
Expenses
. filing evidence, etc., for 7(4)
. municipal lot lines survey, of 15(2)
. municipal survey, of, payment of 17
. township boundary survey, of ... 13
. township concession road line
survey, of 14(2, 3)
. township side line road survey,
of 14(2, 3)
Fees
.
examination of standard
measure, for 4(1)
.
filing evidence, etc., for 7(4)
SURVEYS—Con. Sec
Field notes
. confirmation of 16(1)
. public documents, as 3(3)
. return to Minister of 16
. surveyor, of 3
Form
. monument on subdivision plan,
of 12(1)
. return of surveyor, of Form 1
Front
. single row of posts on 24
Front angles
—
See also Angles
. application of Act to re-survey
of 19(6, 7)
. land granted in adjoining
concessions, of 31
. re-survey of 19
Governing lines
aliquot parts, for 29
alternate concession lines only,
where 27
astronomic course of 23
broken front concessions, for . . 25
concession front as single row
of posts, where 24
division lines of concession lots,
for 21
. sections or blocks, in 22
double front concessions, for 26-28
Governing points
. Rainy River district, for . . . .32(4)
true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Grant
. aliquot parts, of 29(2, 4)
. land in adjoining concessions, of 31
Grantees
.
original surveys by 10,11(1)
Interior boundaries
. certain township, sections,
in 33(e,f)
Judge
. subpoena issued by 8(1)
Land marks
. examination for evidence of 7
Land Titles Act
.
original survey under ... .11(1,2, 4)
- subdivision plan under 12(1)
Land titles office
—
See Registry
office
Lanes
. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10. 11(1,2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. application for survey to..l3, 14, 15
appropriation by, re payment
of survey expenses 17(2)
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Limits
. land granted in adjoining con-
cessions, of 31
Line limit
.
examination for evidence of .7,8
Lines
.
re-establishment of 20
. special 16(3)
Lot lines
.
monuments for 15
Lots
.
aliquot part of 29(3)
.
half, in double front concessions 26
.
proportionate dimensions given
for 11(3)
. Rainy River District, in 32(1)
. side lines only, were surveyed . .34
Measurement
. obliterated side line, of 34(2)
Minister
. defined 1(b)
. field notes delivered to ...3(2,3)
. municipal surveys confirmed by. .16
. re-survey confirmed by 18(2)
. re-survey on order of 18(1)
Monument
. concession road lines, on 14
.
confirmation of 16(1)
.
examination for evidence of 7
. municipal lot lines, on 15
. re-survey of 19(5)
. side lines only surveyed,
where 34
. side road lines, on 14
.
special lines or boundaries,
for 16(3)
.
subdivision plan angles defined
by 12
.
township boundary, on 13
. true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Monument lost
. certain townships, in 33
. lot angles, for 19
. marking corners of adjacent
sections 30
. section corner, for 30
. survey under Registry Act or
Land Titles Act, for 11(3)
Municipal coimcil
. conveyance to adjoining owner
by 11(9,10)
. application by, for survey of
lot lines IS
Municipal survey
payment of expenses of 17
SURVEYS—Con. Sec
Notice
.
survey, of, published 16(1)
Oath
.
chairman, of 5
.
surveyor may require 5,
7
Original survey
.
companies, by 11(1)
. Crown grants, of 10
. Executive Governments,
under 9, 10
. grantees, by 10, 11(1)
surveyor to follow . .9(3), 10, 11(3)
Penalties
. failure to answer subpoena,
for 8(3)
.
interference with surveyors,
for 6(3)
Plans
. confirmation of 16(1)
.
filing of 7(3)
. return to Minister of 16
Posts
.
broken front concessions, re ... .25
.
examination of evidence of 7
. lost 11(3)
.
single row only, concession
front when 24
.
true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Private land
.
entry on 6(1)
Proof line
.
governing line for concession
lots, as 21(2-4)
Public documents
. field notes as 3(3)
Publication
. notice of survey, of 16(1)
Rainy River District
.
adoption of surveys in 32
Rear boimdary
. adjacent concession, of 28
Record
.
field notes, of 3(1)
Reference lines
.
subdivision plan, on 12(2)
Registry Act
. original survey undtr ...11(1,2,4)
subdivision plan under 12(1)
Registry office
. field notes and plans filed in 16(2)
.
filing of evidence, etc., in 7(3)
Regular lots
. defined Hd)
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Re-survey
. concession lines, of 19(2, 8)
. confirmation of 18(2)
. front angles, of 19
. location of section comers, for . .30
. monument lost, where .... 19(5), 33
. order of Minister, on 18(1)
. original survey followed 9, 10, 11(3)
. side lines only surveyed,
where 34
. township boundary, of 19(3,4,6,7)
. imorganized township, in 20
Right of way
. abutting closed road
allowance 11(6)
Road
. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Road allowance
. adjoining owners, to 11(4)
. . apportionment re 11(5-8)
. closed 11(4-10)
.
Rainy River District, in ...32(2,3)
.
true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Secretary-treasurer
. standard measure examined by 4(1)
Section
. aliquot parts of 29(1)
.
astronomic course of governing
line for 23
. governing lines for 22
. . exceptions 22(2)
. original survey of 10
. Rainy River District, in .— . .32(1)
Section comers
.
certain townships, in 33(&-rf)
. location of 30
Service
. subpoena, of 8(2)
Side lines—See also Division lines
.
location of section corners, for . .30
. obliterated
. . location of section corners
when 30(4)
. . measurement of 34(2)
. only part surveyed 2A
. true and unalterable. .9(1), 10, 11(1)
Side road lines
. monuments for 14
Standard measure
. examination of 4(1)
. surveyor's duties re 4(2)
Street intersections
. monument for subdivision plan
at 12(3)
SURVEYS—Co«. Sec.
Streets
. true and unalterable boundaries
of 9(2), 10, 11(1,2)
Subdivision plan
. bearings of 12(2)
. monument to define angles of . . 12
. reference line on 12(2)
Subpoenas
. evidence required by surveyor,
for 8
Surveyor
. astronomic course of governing
line determined by 23
. death of 3(2,3)
. deceased, field notes of 3(2)
. defined 1 (c)
. field notes of 3
. front angles re-surveyed by .... 19
. interference with 6(3)
. Minister to appoint, when . . 16(1)
. oaths administered by 5,
7
. original survey followed
by 9(3), 10, 11(3)
. payment of expenses of muni-
cipal survey to 17
. procedure by, re monument lost
in certain townships 33
. . where side lines only
surveyed 34
. return of, re side lines run in
section 22(3)
. standard measure of, duties re 4(2)
. subdivision plan certified by 12(4)
. subpoena for evidence required by 8
. trespass by 6
.
valid surveys by 2
Tapes
. checking of 4(2)
Township
. concession road lines of, survey
of 14
. original survey of 10
. re-survey when monument lost
in 33
. side road lines of, survey of .... 14
Township boundary
. re-survey of 19(3, 4, 6, 7)
. survey of 13
Township comer
. certain townships, in 33(a)
Township council
. application by, re monuments
for side road lines or con-
cession road lines 14
Tracts
. original survey of 10
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Treasurer
.
payment of survey expenses
by 17(1)
Treasurer of Ontario
. survey expenses paid by ...17(2)
Tree marks
.
true and unalterable 9(1), 10, 11(1)
Trespass
. surveyor and assistants, by 6
True and unalterable boundaries
. defined 9,10,11(1)
True bearing
.
subdivision plan, of 12(2)
True bearing of line
. defined 1 (g)
Unbroken lot
.
defined l(^)
Undisputed angle
. defined 1(f)
. section corner, of 30(5)
Undisputed points
. location of section corners, for . .30
Unorganized township
re-survey in 20
Validity
. survey, of 2
Water
. 'Crown land covered by, not
included 29(4)
SURVIVORSHIP
Survivorship Act,
Vol. 4, p. 905.
See also Insurance Act; Wills
Act
Death
. simultaneous, of testator and
beneficiary 1(3)
Exception
. presumption, to 1 (2)
Insurance Act
. referred to 1(2)
Order
.
death, of, presumed 1(1)
Presumption
. order of death, re 1(1)
. . exception 1(2)
Seniority
. establishment of order of death
by 1(1)
Survival
. younger, by, presumed 1(1)
SURVIVORSHIP—Con. Sec.
Uncertainty
. survival, of, re testator and
beneficiary 1(3)
wm
. clauses re death of beneficiary
in 1(3)
WUls Act
.
referred to 1 (2)
SWEARING
See 'Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Evidence Act;
Interpretation Act
SWINE
See Live Stock and Live Stock
Products Act; Pounds Act;
'Railways Act
SWINE BREEDERS'
ASSOCIATION
See Agricultural Associations Act
TAG DAYS
See Municipal Act
TANNING
See Game and Fisheries Act;
Municipal Act
TAVERNS
See Hotel Fire Safety Act;
'Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act
TAX AGREEMENTS
See Income Tax Agreement Act
TAX APPEAL BOARD
See Income Tax Act
TAXATION
See Assessment Act; Corpora-
tions Tax Act; Dog Tax and
Live Stock Protection Act;
'Gasoline Tax Act; Hospitals
Tax Act; Income Tax Act;
'Income Tax Agreement Act;
Land Transfer Tax Act; Law
Stamps Act; Local Improve-
ment Act; Logging Tax Act;
'Mining Tax Act; Mortgage
Tax Act; Municipal Health
Services Act; Provincial Land
Tax Act; Race Tracks Tax
Act; Security Transfer Tax
Act; Succession Duty Act
